
1. For Brevity the following instruction is expressed in as
few words as possible, to give operators an idea, rather than a
full explanation, so that they can exercise their intelligence and
ingenuity in finding out some things for themselves, especially
in working out details and the application of general principles
to the machine in use.

2. First find out the name of your machine-see name-
plate-then apply the special or general instruction applicable to
it. Special instruction headings marked with a *. Refer to foot
note which should be read in connection with instruction following
*. For Illustrations of machines, see page 2 for "BANNER" and
"WORLD'S STAR" ; page 8 for "MONEY-MAKER A" and "IMPROVED
MONEY-MAKER" ; and page 4 for "DOLLAR MAKER" and "MONEY-
MAKER." The short-line instruction is numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., to
enable the operator to remember the last point of reference.

Starting a new machine-
1. Carefully unpack and place securely on table.
2. Place Yarn-stand, etc., as shewn in cut.
3. Examine machine well in all details.
4. Learn all you can as to threading, etc.
5. Before attempting to knit a single stitch—
6. Remove Ribber carefully, if on machine.

3.

STARTING A NEW MACHINE -continued.

7. Raise all Needles up against Spring-hand.
8. Remove Needle-cylinder-holding-screws, or
9. Unfasten "New K" Needle-cylinder Lever.

10. Lift Needle-cylinder out of Cain-cylinder.
11. Lift off Cain-cylinder and Cog-ring,
12. Except in the "New K " machines.

4. Oiling machine. Use Sperm or good Sewing-machine
Oil. Oil all bearings where friction will cause wear, especially
through oil-holes, such as Crank-hearing, Cog-ring-bearing, Cam-
cylinder-bearing, Ribber-cam-hub-bearings ; also Cams, Heels of
Needles, etc., and Power-loose-pulley-bearings.

5. Cleaning machine. The machine should be well cleaned
frequently. Use Coal-oil for cleaning, especially when it runs
hard after standing for sometime. Wipe off all old oil after
cleaning, and re-oil with good Sperm oil.

6. Place machine together in the order taken apart ; and
learn first and thoroughly, from the plate and price list, the
names of the principal parts of the plain machine; and after-
wards the names of the principal parts of the Ribber, before

making any attempt to use the Ribber.
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MECHANICAL LESSON continued.
7. Words of advice to Ambitious Operators who wish

to see the machine go first thing, by taking a short cut before
learning the A B C lessons. We advise them, and persons of
natural genius or mechanical ability, who can see with one eye
open, to proceed at once to 2nd Knitting lesson, page 18, only
first give close attention to the following particulars—

8. Short-Cut Instruction :
1. Remove Ribber, if on the machine.
2. Use fine or medium yarn at first.
3. Tie new yarn to old yarn if on machine.
4. Thread machine as shown by cuts on page 12.
5. See that stitches are on all needles, or

SHORT-CUT INSTRUCTION—continued.
6. Set up work as shown on page 18.
7. Hold work or set-up well down by hand.
8. Turn crank slowly forward.
9. See that yarn passes freely from Bobbin.

10. Regulate tension or stitch to suit yarn.

Operators who find the above Short-cut too difficult, should
learn the most simple operations first, namely, Practice-lesson,
and especially Flat-web-toe (see page 17, No. 34), before proceeding
to knit a man's sock, as described in second Knitting lesson ; or
Rib-work which is more difficult than Plain-work.

THE TENSION OR LENGTH OF STITCH.
9. Long-loose-stitch" :

1. For a Long-loose-stitch or Open-work ;
2. Lower V-cam by turning tension-screw-head
3. To the left, until pointer on cam-cylinder
4. Lowers, or figures on top of screw-head,
5. Have made one or more turns as required.

Short-tight-stitch :
0. For a Short-tight-stitch or Close-work ;
7. Raise V-cam by turning tension-screw head
8. To the right until pointer on cam-cylinder
9. Raises, or figures on top of tension-screw-head,

10. Have made one or more turns as required.
"With the "Banner," "World's Star," "Money-Maker

A," and "Dollar-Maker" the tension or length of stitch is reg-
ulated by raising or lowering the V or tension-cam by means of a
tension-screw-head with figures on top, found on side of cam-
cylinder. See brass indicator on cam-cylinder. For ribber tension
see page 52, No. 153. This also applies to "Star" and "New Star"
power machines.

10. The "Improved Money-Maker," "Money-Maker"
and "Klondyke" V or tension-cam is raised or lowered on a
tension-screw-post in cam-cylinder, by means of a tension-screw-
nut, with figures on the top, and is turned in the same manner
as above to regulate the length of stitch. These machines have
no brass indicator on cam-cylinder.

11. * The "New K" machine tension or length of stitch,
is regulated by raising or lowering the needle-cylinder, by means
of the tension-lever, on left side of bed-plate. Moving the
tension-lever to the left effects a short-tight-stitch or Close-work,
and moving it to the right effects a long-loose-stitch or Open-
work .

It will be good policy on the part of new operators, before
attempting to do knitting, to practise well the regulating of the
tensions, especially the tension of the machine for Plain-work,
which can be done the most effectively by knitting a few rounds
and changing the tension from Loose to Tight-knitting, and
back to Loose-knitting until thoroughly understood.
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OPERATING NEEDLES.

12. Removing Needles without stitches :

1 Turn crank forward : stop yarn-carrier at back.
2. Li f t one needle up against spring-band at front :
3. A t same t ime draw top end toward you from cyl inder .
4. Lif t the heel up and out from behind spring-hand.
5. Repeat the operation for al l needles to be removed.
6. Move the cam-cylinder forward when necessary.

13. Remove Needles with Stitches :

1. Stop cam-cyl inder-wire-band-holder at front, or
2. A n y point where needles are to be removed.
3. Place the needle-cylinder-spring-band
4. Over band-holder-wire on cam-cylinder
5. Lift one or more needles out w i t h stitches on.
6. Move cam-cylinder forward when necessary.

The Instruction in No. 13 is applicable to power machines.
"BANNER," "WORLD'S STAR," "MONEY-MAKER A" and "DOLLAR-
M A K E R " machines,

14. With the "Improved Money-Maker," "Klondyke,"
and "Money-Maker," the needles in these machines are re-
moved w i t h the i r s t i tches on by holding cylinder-band out w i t h
the work-hook, so as t o leave an opening for the heels of t h e
needles, as there is no spr ing-band-holder on t h e cam-cylinder
of these machines.

* S e c o n d method- Raise the needle to he removed up out
of ac t ion : press it inward u n t i l the heel of the needle comes out
of the cylinder-needle-slot, t h e n t u r n the needle sideways and
l i f t the needle from under the spring-hand. To place a needle in
t h e n e x t groove w i t h s t i t c h on - a f t e r ra i s ing and pressing needle

inward, t a k e heel i n lef t hand, top in r i g h t , and l i f t over to n e x t
groove while needle remains under hand.

13. Placing Needles without stitches :

1. Turn crank forward; stop yarn-carrier at back .
2. Hold needle at right angles to cyl inder-band.
3. With hook-end of the needle toward operator.
4. Place the heel of the. needle hack of cy l inder -band :
5. Raise needle upright and press down to place.
6. Repeat for all needles required i n the cy l inder .

16. Placing needles with stitches :

1. Stop cam-cylinder-spring-band-holder at f r o n t , or
2. Any point where needles are to he placed.
3. Place the needle-cylinder-spring-band
4. Over band-holder-wire on cam-cyl inder :
5. Place one or more needles i n w i t h s t i t c h e s on.

6. Move cam-cylinder forward when necessary.

*The instruction in No. 16 is applicable to power machines.
"BANNER," "WORLD'S STAR," "MONEY-MAKER A" and "DOLLAR-

M A K E R " machines.

"With the "Improved Money-Maker," "Klondike" and
"Money-Maker," the needles are placed in these machines w i t h
their stitches on, by holding the cyl inder-band out with the work-
hook, so as to leave an opening for t h e heels of t h e needles,
as their is no spring-band-holder on the cam-cylinder of these
machines.

Practice two, three, or even ten t imes , t a k i n g out and placing
in needles, u n t i l thoroughly understood a n d q u i c k l y done.
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Threading
Yarn
S t a n d .

FIG. 3.

THIS STYLE
OF YARN
STAND IS
SUPPLIED
WITH OUR
BEST POWER
MACHINES.

18. Threading the machine* :
1. Place bobbin directly under any eye of crossbar
2. For power-machines, and under one of the back-eyes
3. Of yarn stand-top, for hand-machines.
4. Pass the yarn through yarn stand-eye opposite bobbin
5. Pass it through all the eyes of yarn stand top,
6. As shown iif the cut of each machine ;
7. Then forward through take-up-eye of all
8. Except in the "Improved Money-Maker," "Klondike,"

and "Money-Maker" machines.
9. In the latter machines pass the yarn through

10. Front-eye of yarn-stand-top, in place of take-up,
11. And finally through eye or eyes of yarn-carrier.
12. Before commencing to set up work on the machine
13. Draw yarn through carrier sufficient to reach floor,
14. Then set up the machine as shown on page 18.
15. See cuts for manner of threading each style,
16. And apply to the style of machine in use.

For the
"Improved

Money-Maker"
"Klondike" and
"Money-Maker"

For the "Banner"
"World's Star"
"Dollar" and
"Money-Maker A"

19. All machines with yarn-stands as shown in Figs. 1
and 2, make the leg and foot with the take-up-lock and
spring in the position shown by Fig. 1, and the heel and
toe with take-up-lock and spring in the position shown in
Fig. 2. With yarn-stand shown in Figs. 1 and 2, before knitting leg or foot,
swing the lock on top of yarn-stand-top forward, as shown in Fig. 1 ; and backward as shown in
Fig. 2, before knitting heel and toe.

All machines with yarn-stand shown in Fig. 3, before knitting heel or toe, cord or flat-web, draw down friction-
casting, 102, and raise it to position shown in Fig. 3, before knitting leg or foot.

All machines with yarn-stand shown in Fig. 4, before knitting heel and toe, cord or flat-web, place the yarn in the
take-up-spring by lifting the yarn between the take-up-lock and the front eye of yarn-stand.

Remove the yarn from the take-up-spring, as shown in Fig. 4, before knitting leg and foot.

Regulating take-up. The strength of the take-up is regulated on the yarn-stand, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, by drawing down the friction-
casting on the rod, sufficiently to secure the necessary power to control and take up the loose thread caused by reverse knitting.

The strength of take-up on yarn-stand, Fig. 4, is regulated by throwing take-up-spring back and securing with set-screw.
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BOBBIN-WINDING.
20. Winding Bobbins. Place Bobbin-winder and yarn-reel

as shown in cut, or better still, on same side of table, with yarn-
reel to the lef t , and winder to the right, and from 3 to 5 feet
away f r o m winder.

OUR OUTFIT.

The following outfit accompanies each of our Fami ly machines
4 1/2 inches in diameter, also with 4 inch for export trade. Manu-
facturing machines and small sizes are not supplied wi th winder
or yarn-reel.

With Family Machines
only

ALL FREE.
BOBBIN-WINDER.

YARN-REEL.

HEEL-HOLDER.
WEIGHT-HOOKS.

SET OF 4 WEIGHTS.
SET-UP.
O I L - C A N W I T H OIL.
SCREW-DRIVER
WORK-HOOK.

3 BOBBINS.
12 EXTRA NEEDLES.
INSTRUCTION BOOK.

21. Bobbin-winder Operators are l ike kni t t ing-machines ,
good, bad and worthless. The first are interested, cultivate good
taste, and do their best; the second are careless, indifferent, and
lack knowledge; the latter are good-for-nothings.

22. Wind bobbins well and the machine will work well,
Tie the yarn on bobbin with half-knot only. Commence winding
a t the bottom or large end of bobbin. Wind into the form of a
cone, f i l l ing the large end first, with a medium even slope, as
represented in out, which shows one bobbin filled and a second
bobbin being filled.

23. Harsh Yarns should be washed or passed through a

piece of oily-knit goods, or saturated with a mixture of equal
parts of oil, soap, water (of pure quality, otherwise the work may
smell or be injured) while being wound.

Cotton, silk, and fine yarns should lie wound firmly on
bobbin. Do not allow the yarn to sink into bobbin when
winding.

The best bobbin is made by oscillating yarn, that is, moving
the hand sideways, backward and forward, with a movement of
about three inches. This movement should be made quickly. I t
has the effect of making the yarn cross itself in the operation
of winding, and produces a firmer and better bobbin.
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CHART EXPLANATION.
24. A represents back of machine ; C front side ; BD

centre line, or marks on top of needle-cylinder indicating half
the cylinder.

The inner circle with U shaped curves is intended to
represent the top of a 54 needle-cylinder and the dots within
the U curves, the 54 needles.

The figures within the U curves show the number of
needles to he raised or left down in making heel or toe on a 54
cylinder.

The four outside circles are intended to represent 60, 72,
80, and 96 cylinders respectively, and show on the front
of the lines 3-4 and the back of line 1-2, the number of
needles to be left down, before commencing the second part of
heel and toe, as indicated by the dashes on lines 1-2 and 3-4.
The dashes correspond to notches cut, or which can be cut on
the top of needle-cylinder as shown to indicate the point of

finishing first part of heel and toe for each cylinder named.
The words on circular lines between points 1 and 8, and

2 and 4, tell how to commence heel and toe.
The line 5-6 indicates that all the needles back of this

line are to be first raised out of action before commencing to
knit large heel.

The words on the lines BD and 5-6, tell where to com-
mence and finish heel and toe.

For a small heel, raise only the needles out of action at
back of centre line BD, and finish both heel and toe at centre-
line BD.

The small dots indicated by ab and cd on the inside of
centre circle, indicate the positions for placing the heel-hooks for
holding down the work while knitting heel and toe. The words
between the dots give brief explanation for holding down work.

FIRST OR PRACTICE LESSON.
25. Amateurs' first knitting lesson is not intended for

the born genius or persons of a mechanical turn of mind who
learn easily. Such persons after studying thoroughly mechan-
ical-lesson, and applying the instruction adapted to the style of
machine used, can proceed at once to second knitting lesson. We
would, however, advise those who wish to go slowly and surely,
to practice all in this lesson, as a means of familiarizing the
mind thoroughly with threading of the machine, cam and needle
action, stitch formation, use of tension, narrowing, widening,
etc., which make practical and more important work very
simple.

The experience in this lesson is valuable, and attained
more easily with one or more needles in the machine rather
than with all the needles in, and is less complicated and pro-
moted self-teaching.

26. Knitting braid cord :
1. Remove all needles from the needle-cylinder,
2. Except one needle at C or front of machine. (See

chart).
3. Turn crank ; stop yarn carrier at C or front.
4. Thread the machine as shown and described, page

12.
5. Tie a loop on the yarn 6 inches from the end.
6. Place the loop over the needle in the machine.
7. Regulate the take-up or take-up-spring. See page 12.
8. Or place a stitch from any web over needle.
9. Hold down very gently on yarn or web with left

hand.
10. Turn crank and knit a few complete rounds.
11. Regulate the length of stitch if necessary.
12. And knit any length of cord desired.
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In cord and reverse knitting the take-up spring should be
no stronger than necessary to give power to control and. take
up the slack yarn caused by the circular or reverse movement
of the machine. See page 12, No. 19, for regulating the strength
of the take-up-spring.

27. Knitting square cord :
1. Place two needles in needle-cylinder at C or front.
2. Place a second needle in alongside of the first

needle.
3. Place stitches on both needles from any web or
4. Place a stitch on second needle from braid-cord.
5. Hold down gently on the square cord and
6. Knit circular web or cord on the two needles.
7. See that the take-up and tensions are all O.K.
8. Kni t square cord required ; examine work.

28. Knitting round cord :
1. Place three needles in cylinder at C or front, or
2. Place a third needle in alongside of the first two.
3. Place stitches on the needles from any web, or
4. Place a stitch on third needle from square cord.
5. Hold down gently on the round cord, and
6. Knit circular web or cord with the three needles.
7. Change the tension or length of stitch,
8. First to close work and then to loose work.

Knit round cord with four needles which will be larger
and rounder, provided the work is fairly well held down.

2g. Knitting Fringe :
1. Place two needles in cylinder at A or back of

machine,
2. Opposite the four needles used for round cord ; or
3. Place four needles in cylinder at C or front,
4. If they are not already in the machine.
5. See that stitches are placed on all needles or
0. Lift stitches on the two back needles from cord.
7. Hold down the double-web with weight-hook.
8. Knit circular double-web on the six needles.
9. Remove fringe by breaking yarn and turning

crank.

10. Ravel out the stitches of the two needles.
11. Cut the lower end of fringe if desired.
12. Twist each two strands together if preferred.

30. Short double fringe is knit by using 4, 6 or 8 needles
on each side of the machine at C or front and at A or back.
Stitches are placed on these needles from any web, or work
may be started with set-up. For setting up see page 36. Hold
work well down. Knit length of fringe desired. Cut fringe in
two pieces.

31. Knitting flat web :
1. Place in cylinder 10 or 12 needles at C or front.
2. Place stitches on them from any web ; or set-up
3. With set-up as described and shown on page 18.
4. Thread machine as shown and described page 12.
5. Regulate take-up or place yarn in take-up-spring.
6. Place weight-hook with one or more weights on

work.
7. Hold down work with left hand if necessary,
8. Knit forward and backward a few times.
9. Regulate tension or length of stitch if required.

10. See that take-up or take-up-spring controls or
11. Takes up all slack yarn caused by reversing.
12. Practice flat web until well and fully understood.

Flat web work is very easy and is good practice prepara-
tory to knitting heel and toe, and lays the foundation for all
kinds of flat web knitting as required in very small children's
stockings, drawers, underwear, etc.

32. Narrowing :
1. Stop cam-cylinder-wire-band-holder at B or left.
2. Place cylinder-band over band-holder.
3. Lift third needle to right of left side of web
4. Out of cylinder, with stitch on, and place its
5. Stitch on the next needle to the right.
6. Lift out of cylinder the two needles on the left.
7. Place them in the next two grooves to the right.
8. Knit four or five rows backward and forward.
9. Repeat the narrowing on the left side of web,

10. With cylinder-band remaining over band-holder.
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33. Widening :
1. Lift out of cylinder, two needles on left of web.
2. Place them into the two next grooves on the left.
3. Place one needle into the empty cylinder-groove.
4. Lift a stitch from the first needle on the right.
6. Lift the last stitch cast off by this needle.
7. Place it on the needle placed in empty groove.

7. Knit 5 or 6 rounds and repeat the widening,
8. On one or both sides of web as may be desired.

Narrowing and widening can be done on both sides of
the web when required, and also done as many stitches from
the edge of the web as desired according to the nature of the
work.

Heel and Toe Flat Web.
Used in knitting new heels and toes in old work, etc.).

34. Round heel and toe :
1. Have, or place all needles in front-half of cylinder.
2. Turn crank, stop yarn-carrier at B or left side.
3. Have, or place stitches on needles from any web. or
4. Set up with set-up as described and shown page

18.
5. Place on the weight-hook with one or more

weights.
6. Thread machine ; regulate tension, take-up, etc.
7. Kni t as many rows flat-web as may be desired.
8. Stop yarn-carrier, last row at right or at D.
9. Count the needles used in knitting flat-web.

10. Raise out of action 1/4 of needles on left of web.
11. Knit one row to left : raise out of action 1/4 of
12. Needles on right, leaving 1/2 down in centre.

35. First part of heel :
1. Raise out of action one needle on left or at B.
2. Knit one row to right and stop carrier at A.
3. Raise out of action one needle on right or at D.
4. Knit one row to left, and stop carrier at back or A.
5. Continue raising one needle each row knit,
6. Until all needles are raised except 8, 10, 12, etc.,
7. According to the size of heel required.
8. The number of needles varies according to cylinder

used.
9. Kni t last row in direction of C B A.

36. Second part of heel :
1. Place the heel-hooks on the heel-side of web (see

chart).
2. Put down one needle at left or at B.
3. That is, on the same side as the yarn.

4. Place the yarn over on the back of the needle put
down.

5. Knit one row to right and stop carrier at back or A.
6. Put down one needle at right or at D.
7. Place the yarn over on the back of the needle put

down.
8. Knit one row to left and stop carrier at back or

at A.
9. Continue putting down one needle each row knit,

10. Until all needles raised in making first part of heel
11. Are put down, except the first needle,
12. Raised on each side when first starting heel.
13. At this point the heel is finished. Now
14. Knit last part of row from left to right.
15. Stop yarn-carrier at the front or at C.
l6. Put down all needles remaining up.
17. Kni t one row or round before running off the

work.
18. This round is afterward ravelled for seaming toe.
19. Catch work and weights in left hand.
20. Raise the work up slightly to prevent
21. Stitches from ravelling out while running off work.
22. Break yarn and knit backward and forward,
23. Until all stitches are run off needles.
24. Place weight-hook, work and weights on table.

Heel and toe are made practically the same, and for prac-
tice are more easily made with only half the needles in the
machine. In second part of heel or toe the needles may be put
down on the opposite side to the yarn without placing the yarn
over on the back of needles put down, which makes the usual
Commercial-Heel made in factories and is the most rapidly done,
and illustrates the manner of knitting Heel-Knitting on both
circular and flat-web work.
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37. Holding down heel and toe. Words cannot tell how
important this is. Experience only tells. Expert operators al-
ways hold first part of heel and toe down by hand, as follows :

Place the wrist-portion of the left-palm of the hand against
the front-inside of needle-cylinder, using the cylinder as a
fulcrum or rest to strengthen the hand, while pulling down
the web of heel or toe as it is being knit. The web is held
between the thumb and fore-finger of left hand with the
thumb lying across the centre of the fore-finger opposite
the middle knuckle, and the grip on the work is raised higher
on the web, each four or five rows knit.

38. The second part of heel and toe is held down by

experts with the heel-hooks. See chart, page 14. It is absolute-
ly necessary to raise the heel-hooks higher on the work as it
descends, especially the outside-heel-hooks should be raised each
four or five rows knit. Hold down in such manner as will
positively keep the stitches from rising on the needles and per-
fectly close to the top of the needle-cylinder. This is only neces-
sary on the needles which are actually knitting, and especially
on the side needles, next those which are raised.

Side-needles missing the yarn. In case the, side-needles
miss the yarn, place the yarn over on the back of the side-needle
missed. The missing is caused by the work being insufficiently
held down on the missing needle.

SECOND KNITTING LESSON.
A MAN'S PLAIN SOCK.
39. The knitting

machine is a good
schoolmaster and will
not advance the opera-
tor unless competent,
therefore do not be sur-
prised if it turns you
back a, few times to
mind your P's and Q's
and A B C lessons.

Bear in mind, A
indicates back of ma-
chine ; C the front side ;
B left side ;. D right
side ; BD cylinder-cen-
tre-marks ; 1-2 toe-line
or cylinder marks ; 3-4
heel-line or cylinder
marks ; 5-6 line indicat-
ing position for com-
mencing large heel.
See chart.

40. Setting up work :

Place A B C diagram before you. If lost send five
cents for a new one.

Turn crank forward ; stop yarn-carrier at back or at
A ; thread machine. See page 12.

Use yarn suitable for cylinder, or cylinder best adapted
to yarn.

41. Ordinary rib-top :

Remove every third needle from needle-cylinder ; regu-
late tension or length of stitch.

For practice use medium fine yarn, rather than coarse.
Place set-up within cylinder as shown in cut. Hold it

with the left hand so the hooks are
One-eighth of an inch below top of needle-cylinder.
Draw yarn through carrier until it reaches the floor.
Commence setting up at back or at A, exactly as

shown by cut.
Place the yarn around each and every needle and cor-

responding hook of set-up.
Cross the yarn between each needle as shown in cut.
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A FEW POINTERS.
42. The principal thing in setting up is to do it evenly

to insure a good even finished top and at the same time to
avoid having set-up-hooks too near the top of the cylinder,
otherwise the yarn will break in knitting the first round,
and if the set-up is too low, a loose and poorly finished top
will be the result.

Rapid workers. Keep the eyes on the needles and allow
the yarn to catch irregularly on the hooks of set-up, that is two
hooks of set-up may be caught or one hook missed, so long as
every needle is looped with some hook of set-up device.

43. After setting up on all needles around to right or
point D, hold down on set-up with left hand and at the same
time turn crank forward and stop yarn-carrier at the right or
at D. Finish the setting-up and set up double on the first
needle, looped at the back or at A, that is, place an extra loop
on it. Finally wind yarn twice around the centre-nut of set up,
then place

44. Weight-hook and weights upon the set-up-rod to hold
down the work. Use one. two or more weights according to
the fineness or coarseness of the yarn. Knit 50 or 60 rounds or
a 6 inch top with a fairly tight tension. Stop yarn carrier at
back or at A ; fill in empty needle grooves with needles. Place
stitches on all empty needles, by lifting stitches from either of
the side needles, namely, the last stitch cast off by side-needle.
Knit 80 to 100 rounds or a 12 to 14 inch leg. Before making heel
regulate take-up-lock, take-up or take-up-spring. See page 12.

Repeat setting up three or four, or even ten times, until
thoroughly understood and well and quickly done. Do not
cross the yarn when setting up for plain work or in 1 & 1 rib-
work, that is, if you wish the top to ravel out, to produce a
top without a selvedge finish.

45. Making round heel :
1. Stop the yarn carrier at front or at C.
2. Secure a good hard cord to yarn-stand-rod.
3. Raise out of action with this cord,
4. All needles back of cylinder notches or line BD.
5. Regulate take-up, lock, or place yarn in take-up-

spring.
6. See instruction for regulating on page 12.

7. Make heel the same as flat-web-toe (see
page 17).

8. By, first raising out of action al l needles
back of line BD.

9. Use heavy yarn, regulate tension to cor-
respond. See page 10.

10. After k n i t t i n g heel, remove yarn from
take-up-spring, or

11. Regulate take-up and take-up-lock. Sec
page 12.

12. Knit leg 12 or 14 inches long as desired.
13. Measure the length of leg with a rule,
14. By placing ruler inside of work against

set-up.
15. In power machines regulate the leg length
16. By adjusting stop-plates on stop-motion-

rod.

Regulate take-up-lock, take-up or t ake -
up-spring before making toe (see page 12 for
explanation of yarn-stand in use).

46. Making round toe :
1. Stop yarn-carrier at front

or at C.
2. Raise out of action with a

cord,
3. All needles back of cylinder-

marks or line BD.
4. Knit toe the same as flat-

web-toe. See page 17.

47. Toe on back of ma-
chine. The toe may be made
on the back of the machine in
place of the front, which will
cause the toe to close on the bottom of the sock. When this is
desired, stop yarn-carrier at A and raise half the needles out of
action at front or at C. One half-dozen heels and toes should be
knit alternately for practice before making a complete sock.

48. The lengths of all hosiery is regulated on power-
machines by means of stop-plates on stop-motion-rod, or by a
measuring support with holes one-half inch apart into which
pins are placed.
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CLOSING-STITCH.
49. Seaming toe (see Sock, page 19) ;

1. Hold work with left hand, toe upward,

2. With open side of toe toward you.

3. Ravel out last round kni t ; commence

4. On foot-side : continue ravelling the yarn,

5. Unt i l the end is found, then ravel unt i l

6. The yarn reaches the right-hand corner.

7. Break off yarn leaving three-quarters of a yard,

8. Which thread through a short darning-needle, or

9. Better still, through a wool-needle with blunt
point .

10. The needle is passed through each stitch twice.

11. 1st, from outside inward, 2nd, from inside outward :

12. That is, 1st, take left half of old stitch inward,

13. Then take a new stitch from inside outward :

14. Commence at toe-side of right-hand corner.

15. Pass needle through first stitch on toe-side,

16. Then take an extra stitch by l i f t ing a corner loop.

17. To fi l l up and close corner without a hole.

18. Pass needle through first corner stitch on foot.

19. Which wi l l make three stitches on closing needle.

20. Draw the yarn through the stitches. See figure.

21. Pass the needle again, through the same toe-stitch,

22. From the outside of web, l i f t ing left half of stitch,

23. Then pass it through a new, or the next toe-stitch,

24. From the inside of web, passing needle outward.

25. Draw the yarn through the stitch at the same time,

26. Press a l l upper or toe-stitches left of lifted stitch,

27. Between the fore-finger and thumb of lef t band,

28. To prevent the stitches from ravelling or running
down.

29. Pass the needle again through the same foot-stitch,

30. From the outside of web, l i f t ing left-half of stitch.

31. Then pass it through a new or next foot-stitch,

32. From the inside of the web, passing needle outward,

33. Draw the yarn through the stitch at same time.

34. Press all under or foot-stitches left of l ifted stitch,

35. Between left fore-finger and thumb, to prevent
ravelling.

36. Each time a new stitch is being taken up,

37. Pass the finger and thumb over to the side,

38. From which the new stitch is to be taken, and

39. Hold the stitches on that side from ravelling out.

40. Repeat the operation unti l all stitches are lifted.

The above operation properly done, will close the toe the

same as if every stitch were kn i t . Should the stitches not come

out evenly, take two stitches occasionally on one side and pass

the needle backward and forward, through the work after l if t ing

last stitch, to secure the yam and give a good round finish to

the last closing stitches.

50. Press the toe under a damp cloth with a hot iron,

which will prevent the stitches ravelling, and make the closing

very easily and quickly done. Closing can be learned more

easily by using a piece of old kni t web, in which the stitches

have become firmly set.
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STRIPED WORK.

51. Striping without knotting.

1. Stop yarn-carrier on front or at C.*
2. Break off yarn within one inch of

yarn-carrier.
3. Place extra bobbin under second eye

of yarn-stand, or
4. Under second eye of cross-bar for

power machines.
5. Pass the yarn through this eye direct

to carrier.
6. Pass it under hook of back-eye, and
7. Forward through slot into front-feed-

ing-eye, then
8. Lay it under hooks of needles to left of carrier ;
9. Leave 3/4 of an inch of yarn on inside of cylinder,

10. Thereby causing the two yarns to cross each other,
11. Forming a splice or double-knitting on a few needles,
12. Which is considered better than tying or knotting.
13. Various colors can be introduced as above, and
14. Any number of rounds knit between each change of

color.
15. The yarn should hang down from back eyes of yarn-

stand,
16. That it may be readily caught up for changing.

The above instruction applies to all our standard machines.
Stripe by knotting with the cheap Family machines.

52. Striping by knotting:
1. Stop the yarn-carrier on the left or at 3.
2. Break off the yarn 2 1/2 inches from carrier, or
3. The yarn may be broken off above or back of yarn-

stand.
4. Tie on second color with a weaver's or sore-finger

knot.
5. The smaller the knot, the more easily it is knit .
6. In any case allow the end of yarn to hang down, so
7. It can be readily and quickly caught up in changing.
8. The changing of colors in both styles of stripes
9. Can be done more easily on back of machine.

10. In which case, the heel should be knit on the
11. Same side on which the stripes are made.
12. The ends of thread may be cut off if too long.

Knitting two colors :
1. Two bobbins of fine yarn may be used to make
2. One coarse thread, and both kni t as one,
3. In which case knit the two threads by
5. Passing them through the take-up made weak.
6. The two threads will kni t more evenly in this way
7. And retain the same color on one side of web.

Two yarns may be knit for double-knees in children's
stockings ; also for double heels and toes in all classes of hosiery,
in which case a fine yarn is usually run in with the regular
knitting thread.

53.
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A Woman's Plain Stocking.

54. Hem-top :

1. Turn crank, step yarn-carrier at back or at A.
2. Place set-up inside of cylinder, commence work by
3. .Setting up with all needles in the cylinder. See page 18.
4. Regulate tension to suit yarn to be used,
5. Knit 10, 20, or 24 rounds for hem-top.
6. Stop yarn-carrier at front or at C.
7. Remove the set-up and weights from the work.
8. Turn the stocking-top, or lower end of the work,
9. Up or inside of itself, commencing the hem

10. On the left-hand side of the yarn-carrier by
11. Lift ing a loop from lower end of web on each needle,
12. With pick-up, which will produce a perfect hem-top.
13. The set-up-loops may be pressed over needles with

thumb.
14. The thumb-method is Factory-method and quicker,
15. But does not make as even and perfect work.
16. After all needles are looped around to left or to 3,
17. Press the work down with fingers of left hand, and
18. Turn crank, at the same time move the pressure of

fingers
19. Around on the work, as the yarn-carrier advances.
20. Finish the hem by l i f t ing loops on balance of needles.

55. Replacing set-up.
1. Place set-up inside of cylinder, down through work.
2. Allow the hooks of set-up to come up
3. Between the cylinder and the outside of work.

4. Press the hooks of set-up through the work
5. At 5 or 6 places, or sufficient to cause
6. Set-up to hold work well down, while knitting.
7. Place the weight hook, and one or more weights
8. On the set-up and hold down by hand if necessary.
9. Turn the crank forward, and at same time, with left,

10. Press work down directly in front of yarn-carrier,
11. Permitting fingers and pressure to precede carrier
12. For the first round, until the double loops
13. Of hem are cast off. Knit leg about 75 rounds.
14. Then knit plain narrowed or ribbed narrowed ankle.

56. Narrowing ankle.

1. The ankle is made smaller by ribbing, (see page 23) or
2. By changing the tension to knit tighter, 1/2 mark, or
3. Until the proper tension is required to slightly

narrow.
4. Then knit 10 to 15 rounds, and tighten the tension.
5. Continue tightening tension and knitting unti l
6. Web is firm, and about 65 rounds is knit for ankle.
7. Before knitting heel, place yarn in take-up-spring, or
8. Regulate take-up-lock, etc. properly, and
9. Loosen tension or stitch to counteract the extra

10. Tension placed on the yarn by take-up or spring.

The heel is knit the same as the heel of a sock or flat-web-
toe and the foot knit about 60 rounds. Knit toe on the front
half needles the same as flat-web-toe. See page 17.
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57. Knitting hem tops continuously:

1. After finishing toe and putting down all needles,
2. Knit one row ; stop carrier at back or at A.
3. Break off yarn close to carrier and splice or knot in
4. A No. 30 white cotton thread. See striping No. 51.
5. Knit two rows with the No. 30 cotton thread.
6. Break the thread and splicing yarn, see No. 51.
7. Knit 16, 20 or 24 rounds ; remove set-up &c.
8. Make hem as described page 22 No. 54, only
9. Lift the first row of stitches next the spool thread,

10. And place them on corresponding needles.
11. Use buckle, or a needle through foot of last stocking.
12. Hang the weight-hook wi th weights, thereon.
13. Turn crank, and press all double stitches
14. Down wi th left hand directly in front of carrier.
15. Complete knit t ing second stocking in the
16. Manner already described. See page 22. .

A buckle for continuous knitting will be supplied by mail
for holding down the work, on receipt of 30 cts.

A Woman's Stocking, Ribbed Ankle.
58. Narrowed rib ankle :

1 Make hem-top or ordinary rib-top. See page 22.
2. Knit leg about 12 inches, or about 120 rounds.
3. Narrow ankle in the following manner :
4. Stop yarn-carrier at back or at A.
5. Place cylinder-spring-band over wire-holder*
6. On cam-cylinder, or with machines without holder,
7. Hold out spring-band with work-hook.
8. Lift out two needles with stitches at front or C.
9. Place stitch of right needle on next needle to right.

10. Place the left needle into empty groove previously
11. Occupied by the needle just narrowed.
12. Knit 5 or 6 rounds; stop carrier at back or at A.
13. Now lift out 4th and 5th needles to left of narrowing ;
14. Place stitch of right needle on next needle to right.

15. Place left needle into empty groove previously
16. Occupied by the needle just narrowed.
17. Lift out 4th and 5th needles to right of narrowings.
18. Place stitch of right needle on next needle to right.
19. Place the left needle into empty groove previously
20. Occupied by the needle first narrowed.
21. Knit 5 or 6 rounds and narrow again on each side
22. Of first narrowing, and again knit 5 or 6 rounds ;
23. And so on, unt i l narrowings are made all round
24. The needle cylinder ; then knit ankle 20 or 30 rounds.
25. Stop yarn-carrier at the back or at A.
26. Place needles in all the empty grooves on front.
27. Place stitches on empty needles from side-needles.
28. Place yarn in take-up-spring. Proceed to make heel.
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HAND-MADE OR CAP-HEEL.
(Finished on Machine).

59. Cap-heel or square heel.
1. Stop yarn-carrier at front or at C.
2. Raise out of action all needles on
3. Back, or back of centre line BD.
4. Place yarn in the take-up-spring or
5. Regulate lock or take up, as required.
6. Place heel-hook on to hold work

down,
7. While knitting Hat-web part of heel.
8. Raise side heel-hooks on selvedge edge
9. Occasionally as the work descends.

10. Knit flat-web, 20, 22, 24 or 26 rounds,
11. According to length of heel required,
12. Say 20 rows for a 54 needle-cylinder,
13. 22 rows for a 60 and 24 for a
14. 72 cylinder and so forth, according to

cylinder used.
15. Stop yarn-carrier last row knit at left

or at B.
16. Count the number of needles in flat-

web-heel.
17. Raise 1/3 of needles on right side of flat

web
18. Out of action. Knit one row to right.
19. Stop yarn-carrier at back or at A.
20. Remove heel-hooks and weight-hooks

from heel.
21. Lif t entirely out of cylinder, 1/3 of needles
22. On left side of heel, l i f t them with stitches on.
28. Place them inside of cylinder, hooks downward.
24. Lift entirely out of cylinder 1/3 of needles,
25. On right side of heel, with stitches on.
26. Place them inside of cylinder, hooks down.
27. 1/3 of heel needles will now remain in the
28. Centre of cylinder or flat-web-heel,
29. Upon which the bottom of heel is knit,
30. Thereby dividing heel into three equal parts.

60. Knitting bottom of heel :

1. Lift the 1st needle on the inside of cylinder,
2. On left side of centre-web ; place its stitch
3. On first needle on left of centre-web.
4. Lift the first needle on inside of cylinder,

5. On right side of centre-web ; place its s t i tch
6. On first needle on right of centre-web.
7. In lifting the latter needle, always lift it
8. From under the yarn and not over it.
9. Knit one row to the left and one row to right.

10. Repeat lifting one needle from inside of cylinder,
11. On each side of centre of flat-web,
12. Each two rows knit , until all the stitches
13. On needles lying on inside of cylinder are raised.
14. Knit last row to left; stop carrier at left or at B.
15. Two stitches may be placed over needle on one side,
16. That is, if necessary to make stitches come out even.

61. Replacing needles :

1. Place all needles in empty cylinder-grooves
2. On the right side of centre-flat-web, and
3. Put down the first or corner needle which is
4. Up on the right side of needles without stitches.
5. Place a stitch on the needle just put down,
6. Lifting the stitch from lower corner of flat-web
7. To make a good corner where heel and instep jo in .
8. Lift with work-hook on all empty needles,
9. Stitches from the right-hand selvedge loops ;

10. From the point A to B (see cut)
11. Lift them so as to divide selvedge web evenly
12. Over the empty needles placed in cylinder
13. On the right-hand side of heel-centre-web.
14. Now put down all needles which remain u p -
15. Turn crank forward and at the same time
16. Press work down on the front of the yarn carrier.
17. Stop the yarn-carrier at back or at A.
18. Lift stitch from lower corner of flat-web:
19. Place it on the last needle put down on left,
20. So as to make a good corner where heel and instep

join.
21. Place all needles into empty grooves on the left.
22. Lift with work-hook on all empty needles,
23. Stitches from the left-hand selvedge loops :
24. And divide them evenly over the empty needles.
25. Place heel-hooks with weights on the cap-heel.
20. Remove yarn from the take-up-spring, or
27. Regulate the lock or take-up as required.
28. Knit the foot 6 inches or about 50 or 60 rounds.
29. Make round toe or hand-made toe as desired.
30. See page 17 for round toe, and page 25 for hand-made.
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Hand-Made Toe.
(Finished on machine).

62.

63.

Toe, first part.
1. Stop yarn-carrier on the back or at A.
2. Raise out of action all the needles
3. On the front or front of centre line BD.
4. Knit first part of toe on back of machine
5. In the usual manner, see page 17, No. 36.
6. Narrow the first part of toe down to
7. Say six or eight needles in the centre.
8. Stop carrier last row knit on right or at 1).
9. Put down all needles on the left of the

10. 6 or 8 centre needles at back or at A.
11. Knit to the left, stop carrier at left or at 15.
12. Now put down all needles remaining up,
13. And remove heel-hooks and weights.
14. Lift entirely out of cylinder with stitches on.
15. All the toe needles on back of cylinder line BD,
16. And place them on the inside of cylinder.
17. K n i t to the right; stop carrier at back or at A.
18. Now kni t second half of toe. as follows :

Toe, second part.
1. Lift 1st needle on inside of cylinder
2. Found on the right, and draw the yarn
3. Through its stitch to cast off the double-loop,
4. To make the right side stitches the same as
5. The left side stitches which have been knit,
6. Place the stitch on the first needle to the left.
7. Lift out 3 needles on the left side of web.
8. Place stitch of 3rd needle on the 4th needle.
9. Place the remaining two needles into the grooves

10. Formerly occupied by the 2nd and 3rd needles.
11. Knit one row to left ; hold down work.
12. Stop yarn-carrier at the back or at A.
13. Now l i f t 1st needle on the left, inside of cylinder.
14. Keeping yarn on inside. Place its stitch on the.

15. First needle to right without drawing yarn through.
16. Narrow on the right side as already done on the left.
17. Knit one row to right, repeat l i f t ing a needle
18. Each row knit, always lifting the needle
19. From inside of cylinder on same side as yarn,
20. And narrow them on opposite side to yarn
21. In manner described, so the needles narrowed
22. By l i f t ing will equal the needles narrowed
23. By removal from the needle cylinder,
24. Thereby keeping stitches of both sides of toe equal.
25. Continue until all inside needles are raised.
20. And all cylinder-needles are narrowed down
27. To say 6 or 8 each. Then finish toe by
28. Placing the inside cylinder-needle stitches on
29. The 6 or 8 cylinder-needles ; break off yarn
30. All but 10 inches, which use for closing toe.
31. Lift out of the needle-cylinder entirely, the 1st
32. Needle on the right and draw the yarn through
33. The two stitches, then place stitch on next needle.
34. Continue lifting out one needle and draw yarn
35. Through the three stitches and place stitch on the

next needle to the left,
36. Until all the needles are lifted out of cylinder:
37. Now draw yarn through last three stitches;
38. Then pass the yarn through work to centre of toe.
39. Fasten it securely and break off 3 inches from toe.
40. The toe may be made more pointed if desired.

The toe can be made in two halves, that is, each half k n i t
and narrowed on both sides of web, two stitches from the sel-
vedge in the manner already described for second part of toe.
After both sides of toe have been narrowed down equally to (i
or 8 needles, and the 6 or 8 stitches each side closed as above
or with k n i t stitch, then the two selvedge edges are sewed to-
gether w i t h the selvedge edge stitch, see page 29.
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FULL-FASHIONED STOCKING.
( Flat-web-full size.

64. Narrowed ankle :

1. Commence stocking with hem top and
2. Knit leg about 12 inches or about 120 rounds.
3. Stop yarn-carrier at the back or at A.
4. Narrow ankle directly on front of machine and
5. Knit the largest possible flat-web, as follows :
6. Lift out of cylinder, one needle at front or C.
7. Place its stitch on next needle to the right.
8. Raise out of action with a hard twisted cord,
9. 15 to 18 needles on right of empty groove, or

10. Sufficient to allow the cam action to reverse and
11. Pass under the raised needles on the right.
12. Place yarn in take-up-spring, or regulate the
13. Lock or take-up for flat-web as required. See page 12.
14. Turn crank forward until cams pass under raised

needles.
15. Stop yarn-carrier at the back or at A.
16. Knit back to left and stop carrier at back or at A.
17. Put down the needles up on the right hand side

and
18. Raise out of action with a hard twisted cord
19. 15 to 18 needles on the left of empty groove ;
20. Continue knitting in same direction until cams
21. Pass under raised needles ; Stop carrier at A.
22. Knit back and stop carrier at back or at A.
23. Put down needles on left and raise on right ;
24. Continue in the same manner raising, and
25. Putting down needles on each side, until
20. 5 or 6 rows flat-web are knit on all needles except

one.
27. Now narrow on each side of the flat-web
28. Two needles away from the selvedge edges,
29. That is, narrow 3rd needle on each side on to the 4th,
30. And so on until ankle is sufficiently narrowed, or

31. About 12 to 14 needles less than the leg.
32. Knit ankle 3 or 4 inches or about 35 to 50 rounds.

65. Replacing needles :

1. The needles taken out to narrow ankle are
2. Replaced before making heel, as follows :
3. Lift out of machine two needles on each side of web,
4. Place them into grooves, one groove away from

work.
5. Place needles into the two empty grooves on each

side.
6. Lift stitches on these needles from side needles.
7. Knit 4 rows flat-web and repeat, widening
8. Each three or four rows knit, until all needles
9. Are placed in cylinder. Knit round or cap-heel.

10. Knit foot circular-web and any style of toe desired.

66. Two cylinders may be used for a full-fashioned stock-
ing, by narrowing from 72 cylinder or stitches down to GO or
from an 84 cylinder or stitches down to 72. After narrowing is
finished as described, remove the work from the larger cylinder,
and place the smaller cylinder in the machine, and transfer the
stitches to the needles, placing the two stitches nearest the selv-
edge edges, over the two adjacent needles at the front or at C.
Knit the ankle circular-web, then make heel on the front or
narrowed side of stocking. Knit foot circular and toe in any
manner desired.

The widening preparatory to knitting heel should be done
quickly, with very few rounds knit between as the last 6 or 8
needles are put in. One row less between each widening will
help the form of the heel. Regulate the number of rounds be-
tween each widening,.according to size and in such manner as
will produce a good shape, after heel is made and pressed.
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67. Gored or gusset-heel :

1. After knit t ing leg and ankle the usual
length,

2. Stop the yarn-carrier on the back or at A.
3. Raise out of action ha l f the needles on

front or C ;
4. That is all needles on front of cylinder-

line BD.
5. Knit instep flat-web, on back half, about
6. 22, 24, 28 or 30 rows according to cylinder.
7. Stop the yarn-carrier at front or at C.
8. Lift entirely out of cylinder with stitches

on
9. All needles on the back of the machine.

10. Place them within the needle-cylinder.
11. Put down the needles on the front of

machine.
12. Knit flat-web-heel on front needles, exactly
13. The same number of rows as k n i t on in-

step flat-web.
14. Raise half the heel needles on opposite

side to yarn,
15. Less three in the centre of flat-web-heel.
10. Knit across and raise half the needles

68. Forming Gusset :

1. Narrow in the middle of web at back or at A,
2. Twice, once on each side of gusset at A.
3. Make the narrowings, one needle from the edge of

web.
4. Knit two rows backward and forward, and
5. Raise the needles on each side of web to allow

cams to pass.
6. Make one narrowing on each side of gusset.
7. Again knit two rows flat-web and raise needles

each row.
8. Continue knit t ing two rows and making the
9. Narrowings on each side, until all the needles

10. On back half of cylinder are again removed.
11. Now place in the cylinder the needles lying on
12. The inside of cylinder wi th their stitches on.

17. On the other side of the flat-web-heel.
18. Three needles will now remain down in

centre.
19. Put down two needles on the side oppo-

site yarn.
20. Knit one row and put down two needles
21. On the other side of heel opposite yarn ;
22. And so on, each row knit, put down two

needles,
23. Until the heel needles are all put down,

thereby
24. Forming bottom part of heel, like bottom

of round-heel.
25. Put a new set of needles in, on back of

machine.
20. Place stitches on half of back needles

from left selvedge.
27. Place stitches on the other half from the

right selvedge.
28. That is, lift heel stitches of selvedge A

to B as shown in cut.
29. All needles should now be in the cylinder.
30. The gusset is now formed flat-web as fol-

lows :

13. All needles will again be in the machine.
14. Knit foot the usual length from 0 to 10 inches.
15. Join the instep selvedge to gusset selvedge
16. With the flat web stitches described page 29.

Bottom of heel. The bottom part of heel may be knit by
removing all needles entirely out of cylinder w i th their stitches
on, except three needles in the middle of flat-web-heel. Then
widen out, by placing the stitch of the first needle on the inside
of cylinder, on each side, on each of the side needles of the
three. Then place an extra needle in the grooves on each side
of the three needles. After placing stitches thereon, knit two
rows, back and forward on the five needles, and so on. Narrow
one needle on each side, and place an extra needle in on each
side unt i l all the needles lifted out of each side of heel are
again back in cylinder, Then proceed with gusset as described.
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Child's Plain Stocking.

69. Knit flat- web :

1. Remove all needles from needle-cylinder on back and
2. From front half, except those required, say
3. 30, 40 or 50, according to the size of stocking.
4. Regulate take-up-lock or put yarn in take-up-spring.
5. Commence with set-up in the usual manner. See

page 18.
6. Make hem-top or ordinary set-up-top as desired
7. Knit 50 to 60 rounds flat-web, according to size.
8. Narrow ankle on each side of flat-web. See page 16.
9. Kni t 20 or 30 rows after narrowings are complete.

10. Stop yarn-carrier at the left or at B.
11. Raise out of action on the side opposite yarn,
12. 3/4 of whole number of needles left after narrowing.
13. Put down two or three needles to make heel larger,
14. Especially if same yarn is used in knitting heel.
15. Kni t one row to right; stop carrier at A ;
16. Hold down heel by hand or with heel-hooks.

70. Making heel, 1st half :

1. Raise out of action on right side of needles down,
2. One needle in the same manner as in ordinary heel.
3. Knit one row to left and one back to right.
4. Raise one more needle out of action on same side.
5. Kni t one row to left and one back to right.
6. Continue raising one needle each two rows knit,
7. Until all needles down on left, are raised, except
8. Four, five or six, according to size of heel required.
9. Stop yarn-carrier last row knit at left or at B.

10. Put down the first needle on right of needles down.
11. Knit forward and backward, and
12. Put down one more needle on same side as first,
13. And knit forward and backward until
14. All needles are put down which have double-stitches,
15. Except the last one on right with double-stitch.

16. Stop yarn-carrier last round kni t on left or at B.
17. Put down all needles and knit one row to right.
18. Stop the yarn-carrier at the back or at A.

The first half of heel is now finished, and it will be ob-
served that it is made on 1/4 of the whole number of needles,
plus those used to make heel extra large ; that is, the heel in
flat-web stockings is made in two equal parts, one half first on
one side of the web, then the second half afterwards on the other
side of the web.

71. Making heel, 2nd half :

1. Raise out of action 3/4 of all the needles
2. On the left side of the flat-web less, three on right.
3. Knit to left ; raise one more needle on left.
4. Knit one row to right and one back to left,
5. Raise one more needle out of action same side,
6. And knit two rows backward and forward, and
7. Continue raising one needle each two rows knit,
8. Until all needles down on right are raised, except
9. Four, five or six, according to the size of heel re-

quired.
10. Stop yarn-carrier last row knit at right or at D.
11. Put down the first needle on left of needles down.
12. Knit two rows, backward and forward and
13. Put down one more needle on same side as first ;
14. And knit two more rows backward and forward, until
15. All needles are put down which have double-stitches,
16. Except the last one on left with double-stitches.
17. .Stop yarn-carrier last row knit on right or at D.
18. Put down all needles; knit toe, foot, etc., in usual

manner.
19. Break off yarn ; hold work and weights from
20. Falling ; turn crank backward and forward,
21. Until all stitches are run off the needles.
22. Place work and weights on table together.
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72. Flat-web-cap-heel. The cap-heel can be made on
flat-web by kn i t t i ng one half of the heel first on 1/4 of the needles
and applying the instruction for regular cap-heel as far as it
can be applied to the system of knit t ing only half of the heel
at once. By studying the principle carefully, any average
operator should be able to work it out without any special in-
struction.

73. Flat-web-toe. Raise out of action 1/4 of the needles
on each side of the flat-web, and knit the toe on the centre or
middle half, exactly the same as the toe of a circular stocking,
(sec page 17, No. 3 4 , only narrow down the needles in the first

part of the toe to correspond to the size of stocking and num-
ber of stitches used.

All sizes of stockings. Children's and misses' hose, can
be made flat-web at the rate of 1/2 to 1 dozen a day by a good
operator, which renders flat-web kni t t ing , thoroughly practical
for family use, and especially so, as the flat-web hose has the
advantage of being full-fashioned or narrowed in the ankle the
same as the best English, French and German hose, usually
purchased in the stores, which are made exactly as children's
flat-web-stockings herein described, with selvedge seam up the
back of leg.

SEAMING FLAT-WEB.

74. The cut represents :
1. Two pieces of flat-web, 3 stitches in each.
2. The upper half is turned over and represents
3. The right side of the kni t t ing apparently without
4. Seam when properly sewed together (see top of

cut) .
5. When properly done, i t wi l l appear
6. As if kn i t , without the appearance of a seam.
7. The sewing should always be done, when possible
8. The same direction as the web was kn i t , and
9. Always done from the inside of the web.

10. the middle stitch of each web as shown
11 In the lower half of cut is ravelled out, so
12. The stitches to be sewed, can be readily seen.
l3. There are three stitches which appear in
14. The selvedge. Only one, the shortest one is
15. The right stitch to be taken in sewing.
l6. It w i l l be known as the "Inside-stitch,"

17. As shown by the needle and the thread .
18. Which passes through the inside small s t i tches .

75. Taking the stitches :
1. Pass the needle through the short or small
2. Inside stitch on the right ;
3. Then pass through the corresponding stitch on
4. The other side of web, on the left,
5. Draw the needle with thread, through the
6. Two stitches as shown in lower end of c u t :
7. Again pass the needle through the right stitch.
8. Then through the left stitch and draw
9. The yarn through unti l the web is

10. Drawn close together, and looks like
11. Regular kni t t ing on the right side of web.
12. Damping and pressing with a hot iron w i l l
13. Help the operator in f ind ing the stitches,
14. Which are to be taken whi le sewing.
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Children's Fancy Stocking.
76. Fancy ankle :

1. Knit a plain leg the desired length, then
2. Remove every other needle, or
3. Every third needle, placing their
4. Stitches on either of the side needles.
5. Knit ankle with fancy stitch as follows :
6. Lift out of action every other needle, or
7. Every other pair of needles as arranged,
8. Knit three rounds ; then put down
9. All needles, and again lift out of action

10. Every other needle, or every other pair.
11. Knit three rounds and continue in the
12. Same manner raising the needles and
1 3 . Putting them down between each of the
14. Three rounds knit, until ankle is knit.
15. Knit heel in usual manner, on all needles.
16. Knit fancy stitch on top of ankle to the toe.

Two rounds may be knit, with needles out of action and
thereby vary the appearance of the fancy stitch. By changing the
needles which are lifted alternately with the needles which are left
down, a new pattern will appear. Changing the color of yarn each
three rows knit, will also give a very beautiful effect.

77. A good design :

1. Arrange the needles, one out, then one in ;
2. Again one needle out, and three or more in ,
3. That is, every 4th and 6th needles out all
4. Around the cylinder, and the 5th needles all
5. Around raised each two or three rows knit,
6. Until ankle is the proper length, then

7. Make heel and fancy stitch along instep.
8. Knit toe in the usual manner.

The operator can devise other fancy stitches or make use of
some of the fancy stitches described hereafter, for fancy stock-
ings made either in circular or flat-web-work.

78. Child's fancy scarf may be k n i t out of any soft yarn
of good quality with any of the fancy stitches shown in this book,
most appropriate ; or with the fancy stitch used for children's
fancy stockings, No. 76, kni t t ing the scarf in two or more colors.
It may be turned wrong side out as preferred. Finish with tassel
fringe.

79. Boy's neck scarf. Kn i t wi th si lk or spool thread of
suitable color. Knit very loose or with medium loose stitch or
with any of the fancy stitches which may please the taste. The
work may be turned wrong side out , according to the fancy stitch
used, as the wrong side of some of the stitches would be more ap-
propriate for a neck scarf than the right side. The scarf may
be made out of wool in various colors, for winter wear, if pre-
ferred.

80. Man's muffler. Knit out of coarse yarn on as fine
a needle cylinder as will knit the yarn without cutting. Knit
the ends striped in two or more colors as desired. Knit 2/3 the
usual length, and ravel out every other stitch the fu l l length,
which will lengthen the web and make it very light and loose.
Finish with fringe 6 to 8 inches long.

A very large Muffler can be made with extra coarse, soft
yarn by knitting in two large flat-webs, and raveling out, every
other stitch in each. Then sew the two webs together on each
side. Finish with fringe 6 or 8 inches long.
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81. Man's waist sash is knit either plain well, or one and
one, or two and one ribbed with striped ends, with a tight or loose
stitch as may be desired. Finish with tassel fringe.

82. Boy's Cap can be made by knitting a plain web or a
1 and 1 rib web about 23 or 24 inches long. Join this web together
at the ends with the seaming stitch, (see page 20) thereby mak-
ing a complete circular band for the rim of the cap. Now knit
a more or less pointed central piece for the crown, in the follow-
ing manner :

Place in the machine on the front side, 30 to 40 needles accord-
ing to the size of crown required. Raise one needle out of ac-

tion on the same side as the yarn. Knit across and back, and
raise another needle. Continue raising one needle each two
rows knit until all the needles are raised but 4 to 6 needles on
the one side. Now put down all the needles and knit one row.
Commence raising the needles in the same manner and knit a
second triangular web. Repeat in the same manner until 8
triangular webs are made, all of which will be wide at one end
and narrow at the other. Join the side of the first web with
the last web, and this will make a complete conical crown piece,
which, attach by seaming, to the circular web already made.
Finish the crown with a small tassel. The manner of knitting
the crown piece is illustrated and described page 48, No. 151,
Instructions for circular mat in sections.

83. Knit flat-web.
1. Commence with 50 or 60 needles in
2. The cylinder according to size of toque.
3. Set up with set-up so the stitches
4. Will ravel and be readily sewed.
5. On the 56 or 60 needle in machine
6. Knit an ordinary round toe, only more
7. Pointed, narrowing it down to two or three needles.
8. Then knit flat-web about 30 to 86 inches.
9. Make a pointed toe in the same manner as first.

10. Knit another flat-web about 30 to 36 inches.
11. The two Hat-webs between the pointed toes
12. Should be the same length, as they are
13. Sewed together up the sides with the
14. Flat-web-seaming-stitch, page 29, No. 74.
15. Join end which came off machine
16. With end made while setting up, with
17. The closing or seaming stitch. Page 20.
18. Finish toque with cord and tassels, and
19. Turn the one end up inside of the other,
20. Then turn up the lower end to form a band
21. About 4 to 6 inches as required.
22. Press with a damp cloth and hot iron.

84. The toque may be striped for the part which is
turned up and kni t with two or more colors according to taste.
The toque may also be made tubular web on a cylinder with
108 or 120 needles, by kni t t ing the tubular web 30 to 36 inches long,
with pointed toe at two ends. Then the one pointed end is run
up on the inside of the other, find the lower end of toque fold-
ed up 4 to 6 inches for a band. Finish with cord and tassels
in the usual manner.

85. The first end of toque may be finished on the machine
in the following manner :

Commence toque by raising out of action one half of the
needles. Set-up with a set-up-device on the other half in
such manner that the set-up loops will ravel out. Kni t a
loose pointed toe, narrowing down to three needles. Then
widen out until all needles in toe are put down. Now put
down the first half of the needles which were raised out of
action. Remove the set-up-device from the work. Place
the set-up-loop stitches, after ravelling out one round, on the
empty needles, thereby closing the pointed toe on the ma-
chine. Knit the usual length for toque and make point of
toe on the other end.
Small size toques can be made circular web on a 72 or 80

cylinder with medium coarse yarn and a loose tension, either
rib or plain.

MAN'S TOQUE.
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Gauntletts, Mitts, Cuffs, &c.
86. A man's mitt :

1. Knit with coarse yarn on a coarse cylinder.
2. Knit about 7 inches for a double wrist or
3. Hem top, which should be about 3 1/2 inches.
4. After wrist is made, knit 15 to 20 rounds.
5. Now make thumb on the right side,
6. For a right-hand mitt, and on the
7. Left side of machine for left-hand mitt.
8. Commence thumb for right hand at the
9. Mark on top of cylinder at right side.

10. Commence thumb for left hand at the
11. Mark on top of cylinder at left side and
12. Count 20, 22, or 24 needles according to size.
13. Count from marks on top of cylinder,
14. Around to the front of the machine.
15. Raise all other needles out of action.
16. Knit thumb flat-web on the 20, 22, or 21
17. Needles, or about 50 to 60 rounds
18. According to length of thumb desired.
19. Hold down the thumb-web with heel-hooks.
20. Remove the heel-hooks from flat-web.
21. Break off yarn ; run work off thumb needles.
22. Stop yarn-carrier on the left side.
23. Raise the selvedge stitches of the flat-web.
24. Raise half from each side of the web,
25. The same as in knitting cap-heel.
26. Place the stitches on the empty needles.
27. Place on heel-hooks ; thread yarn-carrier.
28. Put down all needles which remain up.
29. Knit hand, 50 to 60 rounds.
30. Finish mitt same as round toe,
31. Only make the point broader by
32. Leaving down more needles for second half.

87. Finish thumb by sewing up the flat-web selvedge
edges with the seaming stitch, then pass a double thread around

through all the stitches on end of thumb. Draw
them together, which will leave a small round hole
in the centre. Fill this up by drawing the thread
backward and forward to fill up the space, and
make as perfect a finish as possible.

The thumb may be finished, by knitting a flat-
web-toe, in the usual manner. Where the thumb
is extra large, this will be the better method of the
two.

88. Mitt flat-web (seamed on side opposite
thumb) :

1. Knit on 40, 50 or 60 needles according to size,
2. On the front half of the needle-cylinder.
3. Knit wrist with hem-top, ordinary rib, or
4. Any of the fancy stitches desired.
5. Knit 15 to 20 rounds then make thumb.
6. Raise out of action half the needles on the
7. Left side of the flat-web, and all
8. On the right side, except 16, 18 or 20,
9. According to size of thumb required.

10. Knit thumb flat-web the desired length.
11. Run the work off the thumb needles.
12. Pick up the stitches from each selvedge.
13. Place half from each web on the
11. Empty needles, in the same manner as
15. In knitting cap-heel. See page 24.
16. Knit hand 40 or 50 rounds and make toe,
17. On half the needles in the usual manner.
18. Finish mitt by seaming with flat-web stitch.

89. A man's gauntlet can be knit in the manner describ-
ed for a man's mitt, by knitting with a fancy stitch for the
wrist, which will have a tendency to make the wrist wider. Rib
mitts can also be made with ribber. See page 61, No. 183. All
sizes of mitts can be made by knitting either circular or flat-web.
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FLEECE OR LOOP-LINED MITTS, SOCKS, &c.
Are made like the samples on our Special Machines.

90. Looped or Fleece-lined mitts are kni t on
t h e plain-machine and are very easily made, and are
made practically the same as described on page 32.
When a rib-wrist is required it is knit on a separate
machine and transferred to the cylinder of the looping-
machine, unless the mitt-machine is supplied w i t h
ribber. Make ordinary mitt first with 4-inch hem-top,
same as in knitting stocking (see 54, page 22).
91. In doing loop-work. 1st—See that the looper is

the proper height to ensure loops long enough to
make a good looped lining, or sufficiently long to
produce a fleece, when a fleeced interior is required.

2nd—See that the looper points run close to face of
yarn-carrier but not so close as to rub against it,
as they will cut into the yarn-carrier and damage it.

3rd—See that the yarn-carrier is the right height, that is
so the hooks of the needles will just pass over and nicely
clear the top of upper-feeding eye of yarn-carrier.

4th—The long or lower eye on high-grade mitt-machines can
be moved in toward the yarn-carrier or out from carrier,
and thereby produce a more even stripe, should it vary
with a change of yarn. Plain work can be done with
two colors, by moving it out about 1/8 of an inch.

92. Threading machine. Thread as shown in cut.
See page 6. Leaving the yarn out of the two take-ups ;
thread the looping yarn through the short arm of yarn-
stand-top and through the inner or upper feeding-eye of
yarn-carrier, and the non-looping-thread through the long-
arm and lower or outer eye of carrier.

93. Changing looper. Remove looper-attachment
from machine and hold in hand and use large screw-driver
to unfasten looper hold-screw and replace the looper while
the sliding-looper-holder remains in its place. To reg-
ulate looper towards or away from yarn-carrier, unfasten
the thumb-holding-screw on top of driving or re-
volving-arm, then regulate and re-fasten.

94. Placing looper-attachment. Place it on
machine as shown in cut (see page 6) : remove it
from machine by placing it in the hole in bed-plate
a t back of machine, and in the same position as
when on machine for convenience for threading and setting-up
work.

95. For thumb flat-web mitts and point :
Place the yarn in take-ups, as shown in cu t .

page 6, and remove the same when knit t ing the
hand or straight-web for linings or cheap mitts
with point of hand finished by sewing and
rounded by cutting with scissors.

96. The length of loop is regulated by
raising or lowering looper by means of thumb-
screw on side of looper-arm or nut on top of arm.
Raise looper for a long loop, and lower for a
short loop. The loop will disappear and only
stripe or plain-work be made if looper is too low
and at the same time make very nice double-web.

One and one and two and one loops. Mitts
made with the former have twice the number
of loops that the latter has but are made only

in plain work while the latter can be
made either striped or plain. One
needle-cylinder will do both styles of
loops with two-loopers.

97. Striping around mitt :
Move looper-driver forward, to

throw looper out of action, and knit 2,4, 6 or 8 rounds and
return to place and knit a few rounds ; repeat as often
as desired. Mitts can be made with lower end of wrist
either loop, roll, hem, plain, rib or large gauntlet-top,
like the cut shown on page 32. This gauntlet-top is made
by knitting with long loose stitch made with looper by
lowering looper and placing both threads in the upper
feeding-eye, so they will both pass over the looper-points
and thereby make an extra long stitch. Extra coarse
yarn, single or two threads, can also be knit in this
manner.

98. Power mitt machines are operated as above,
only non-looping thread is stationary at the back of
machine and passes through back-eye of over-rod and
down through the over-rod centre-eye, then through
yarn-stand-top and take-up eyes and lower eye of yarn-
carrier. Fleecing can be done by combing loops wi th
a piece of card-clothing, by hand or with special power-
wheels covered with card-clothing.
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99. Men's c u f f s :

1. Place set-up w i t h i n the needle-cylinder.
2. Hold wi th in 1/2 inch from top of cylinder.
3. Have every other needle out of cylinder.
4. Set up in the usual manner,
5. Only with a long half inch loop.
6. After k n i t t i n g one round with regular

yarn,
7. Place a small ball of yarn inside
8. Of cylinder, preferably a second color.
9. With this second yarn set up a second

time,
10. Commencing in front of yarn-carrier.
11. Continue setting up, always in advance

MEN'S CUFFS—continued.
12. Of the yarn-carrier, knitting one row,
13. For each setting up, always keeping
14. The set-up loops the same length, or
15. About 1/2 inch long, as preferred.
16. Knit 10, 12 or 15 rounds with
17. The half inch loop between each row, u n t i l
18. The looping is as wide as desired.
19. Now knit the cuff, or put
20. On ribber and make one and one rib.
21. Remove set-up and again place on the
22. Inside of cylinder for second cuff.
23. And in this manner, knit them
24. In one continuous web, or single, as desired.

MEN'S GLOVES.
100. Hand and 1st finger:

1. Kni t either flat-web or circular web,
2. According to size of glove required.
3. Knit wrist and thumb same as for mitts.
4. Knit hand 2 inches or 20 to 25 rounds, then
5. Run the work entirely off the machine.
6. Knit a second hand similar to the first.
7. Remove all needles from cylinder, except 1/4
8. On front of machine. Place in cylinder on left,
9. One needle, making one needle more than 1/4.

10. On these needles, knit first finger, by
11. Lifting the stitch which is closest to
12. The left side of thumb or left selvedge.
13. Place this stitch on the middle finger needle.
14. Lift stitches from both sides of the hand.
15. Place them on their respective needles,
l6. Until one stitch more than 1/4 of hand stitches,
17. Are lifted, thread the yarn carrier, and
18. Knit one row to the right side of web.
19. Place one needle in first empty groove,
20. On the right side of the machine.
21. Place a stitch on it from needle on the left.
22. Lift last stitch cast off by side-needle.
23. Knit one more row to the left side.
24. Place a second needle in first empty groove
25. On the left, place a stitch thereon.
26. Kni t one row to the right side.
27. Place a second needle in first empty groove
28. On the right : place stitch thereon.

29. Knit flat-web three inches or about 30 rounds.
80. Run stitches off proceed to knit second or large

finger.

101. 2nd finger :

1. Place 1/8 of hand stitches from front of hand,
2. On the needles which are to the extreme right.
3. Place three stitches from the selvedge edge, form-

ed
4. By the three widened needles which were put

into the machine.
5. Lift two of the stitches from the front selvedge

widening,
6. And one stitch from the back widening next

selvedge.
7. Place them on the next three needles to the left,

then
8. Place 1/8 of hand stitches from back of hand.
9. On the remaining needles on the left side.

10. Place yarn in carrier and knit to the right,
11. Place it on the right side, one needle, and
12. Place in on the left side one needle ; place stitches

thereon.
13. Knit one row, place second needle on the right

with stitch.
14. This makes second finger three stitches larger

than first.
15. Knit 3 1/2 inches, or about 35 to 40 rows.
16. Run stitches off and proceed to third finger.
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103.

102. 3rd Finger.
1. Lift six needles out of machine on the right.
2. Place 1/8 less two stitches from front of hand,
3. On the needles which are to the extreme right.
4. Lift on next three needles to left, the three widened
5. Selvedge stitches formed by widenings in last finger,
6. Then place 1/8 less two stitches on back of hand,
7. On the remaining needles on the left side.
8. Place yarn in carrier and knit to the right,
9. Place in on the light side one needle, and

10. Place in on the left side, one needle with stitch.
11. Knit one row ; place second needle in on right with

stitch.
12. This makes 3rd finger same size as 1st.
13. Knit finger three inches or about 30 to 35 rounds.
14. Run stitches off. Proceed to 4th or small finger.

4th Finger.
1. Lift four needles out of the machine on the right.
2. Place stitches from each widened selvedge of last

finger,
3. On the first three needles on the left side.
4. Place the remaining stitches of hand on the
5. Remaining needles ; place yarn in carrier and
6. Knit 2 1/2 inches or about 25 to 30 rounds.
7. Run stitches off ; sew up all fingers, and
8. Close finger-points by drawing yarn through
9. All the stitches ; pass yarn backward and forward

10. Through the point to make a good end-closing.

104. Gloves, small sizes, can be knit flat-web, with
seam running in line with the outside of little finger. The rela-
tive size of fingers can be varied, one or two stitches from the
above rule, if found more satisfactory.

The above instruction is based on 60 needles in the cylinder
with l6 needles for 1st finger, 16 for 2nd, 13 for 3rd and 15 for
4th or little finger, which makes after widenings are made, 19
stitches for 1st, 22 for 2nd, 19 for 3rd and 18 for 4th. The above
is about the proper proportion, relatively, for any number of
stitches required.

The wrist of glove may be made with ribber 1 and 1 rib,
with the rib up the back of hand, or if knit plain, a row of
fancy stitches may be run up back of hand in line with the spaces
between the fingers. The lower part of wrist may be formed
with rouching or loops the same as described for a cuff .

Gloves, right and left hand. Be careful in making a
pair of gloves to make them right and left hand. The left hand,
the 1st finger folds over the 2nd, and the 2nd over the 3rd and
the 3rd over the 4th, that is, with the thumb on the left side.
The right hand glove requires the thumb on the right side and
the fingers will fold over each other in the same manner.

Fancy backs can be made by making three fancy rows of
stitches run up the back of hand so as to come between the fingers.
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MEN'S DRAWERS.
105 Knit on plain machine.

1. K n i t with medium fine yarn on e i the r a
2. 72, 80, or 96 needle cylinder with
3. Every fourth needle out of t h e cy l inder .
4. Commence with set-up and knit ordinary rib-top,
5. About 5 inches long with medium tight stitch.
6. Place needles in all empty needle-cylinder grooves,
7. And lift stitches on them from the side needles.
8. Now l i f t entirely out of needle-cylinder,
9. All needles with their stitches on, on back, or

10. Back of the centre cylinder-line BD.
11. Permit the needles with their stitches on,
12. To l i e on the inside of needle-cylinder.
13. K n i t the balance of each leg in two pieces,
14. Kn i t t ing f la t -web straight on one side,
15. And gradually widen out on the other.
16. The widening is done each four rows kni t ,
17. For about 6 inches, and then widen
18. Each 10 rows knit until all needles are in cylinder.
19. Then knit about 18 inches to the seat ;
20. Af t e r which the flat-web is continued for
21. 18 inches more, on all the needles, to form
22. The waist port ion of body above the seat.

106. The other half of leg is kn i t in the same
manne r by, first removing the needles on which first
part, of leg was knit and replacing in cylinder the
needles w i th their stitches on, which were left on the
needle-cylinder.

inside of

Make Widenings wi th exactly the same number of rounds
between, so the two narrowed sides of leg wi l l come evenly
together and the two straight sides come out evenly when
sewed up.

A square piece k n i t on about 30 to 40 needles is insert-
ed in the seat of the drawers so that the opposite corners wi l l
extend down between the seams of each leg. The drawers arc
finished by sewing the side seams with the flat-web seaming-
stitch. See page 29. The top and front are lined and bound
off and finished with button holes and buttons in the usual
manner.

Drawers are very easily made. The process is s imple
and sufficiently rapid to make the work very prac-
tical for family use. Two pairs can be made in one
day, the yarn costing about 45 cents for each pair
and the drawers are easily worth $2.00 per pair.

107. Drawers with 1 and 1 rib bottom. The
machines which have ribbers will make the bottom end
of drawers with 1 and 1 real r ib (in place of the or-
d ina ry rib, which of necessity must be made upon
the plain machines.) We would recommend the low-
er end of drawers to be made with 1 and 1 real rib.
After the rib is kni t about 5 inches long, the stitch-
es of rib-needles are transferred to the machine
needles, and the ribber removed. The drawers are
then made as described above.

All-rib drawers can be made on the plan of
narrowing a stocking, that is, reversing the method
by widening in place of narrowing so that when the

widening is completed, with all needles in the cylinder and al l
in a 1 and 1 dial, the wide portion of the rib will make the
upper part of the leg to the knee, after which the web is kni t
very loose, sufficiently long to reach to the top of the waist.
The web is then cut down to the seat of the drawers. A second
leg is made in the same manner, then finished according to the
above instructions.
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MAN'S UNDERSHIRT.
110. Knit on plain machine :

1. Kn i t flat-web with medium
yarn.

2. Knit with medium tension or
loose stitch,

3. On a 72, 80 or 96 needle-cylin-
der, and

4. Knit with al l needles in the
cylinder,

5. Provided you wish to kn i t a
large size.

6. See page 26, No. 64, for kni t -
ting large flat-web.

7. Knit two flat-web strips, each
about

8. 72 inches long, and f u l l width
of machine.

9. Knit the two webs straight
on the sides.

10. Fold them evenly in the cen-
tre of web.

11. The one web wi l l form left
half of shirt,

12. And the other web, the right half.

13. Sew webs together with flat-web stitch.
14 See page 29, No. 74, for seaming flat-web.
15. Sew the outside seams within ten inches
16. From the top, leaving ten inches for sleeve.
17. Sew the back seam to the top of shirt.
18. Sew the front seam wi th in thirteen inches of top.
19. Cut the neck in a half circle on front web.
20. Sew the half circular piece to the back,
21. With a herring-bone stitch, to cover seam.
22. Bind off the front in the usual manner,
23. Making button-holes ; sew on buttons, etc.
24. Finish the bottom by hem or crochet stitch.

109. Knitting sleeves. The sleeves are knit the same as
a stocking leg with ordinary rib-top (or with one and one rib-
top with ribber) about four inches long. The top part of sleeve
is knit full size flat-web for five inches and a square piece five
inches square, or knit on about 30 needles and placed into the
flat-web opening, that is, one corner is placed into the sleeve
and the other corner runs down the side seam of the shirt.

Undershirts made in the above manner are worth $2 each.
The yarn costing about 40 cts. They wil l wear longer than
usual store goods and have no harsh seams in either body or
sleeve, Two shirts can be, made and finished in one day.

GENTLEMAN'S CHEST PROTECTOR.
110. This useful garment can be made with any color of

suitable yarn with plain rib or fancy stitches, and can be made
whole as one piece, or in strips and sewed together. When
knit plain, one row of stitches, if ripped out down the web, leav-
ing four or six inches between, will give it a design in the front.
The neck and shoulders are knit by widening and narrowing to
suit the shape shown in figure. The neckband and belt can be
knit either plain or rib, and sewed on.

Button-hole is knit in the band by raising up one-half the
needles on one side of the web and knitting the length of the
web on the remaining needles, then depress the needles raised
and raise the other half, and knit the second side of the button-
hole the same number of rows as the first, then depress the
needles and narrow off the end on each side every round, Or
every other round, by taking out the needles on each side.

no. Men's and boy's ribbed undershirts are quickly
and easily made on machine with ribber by knitting with loose
web with all the needles in the cylinder and a l l in the dial, mak-

ing web double the length of
the body of shirt. Then cut it
open from end to end along
a rib seam.

Fold it in the middle
and it will represent the body
of a shirt. The web should
now be cut in a half circular
or elliptical form for the neck
and straight down for the
bosom opening. The half cir-
cular piece formed by cutting
neck may be fastened to the
back of shirt with the herring-
bone stitch, or bound down
with a piece of tape, and the
sides of shirt to arm pits in
the same manner. The bottom
may be hemmed around or
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finished with the crochet stitch. The bosom should be finished
with a band of knit work made flat-web, or with any suitable cloth
band made with button-holes, &c.

The sleeves and gussets are shaped as follows : Knit the
sleeves ribbed like a ribbed stocking with a narrowed ankle (or
the reverse by putting needles in and widening in place of

narrowing). This will shape the sleeve, which should be cut
down at top three to five inches to receive half the gusset.

Knit the gusset three, four or six inches square according
to size and fold at opposite corners placing one half in the body
and the other half in the sleeves.

CHILDREN'S SHIRTS.
111. Knit

on plain Ma-
chine with a
f i n e cylinder
and m e d i u m
yarn, and all
the needles in
the m a c h i n e
except one out
on the front.
Knit wi th a
loose stitch, 2
yards, or as
long as may be
desired to suit
the size. Run
off the work,
and cut the web
open down the
cross threads
where the one
needle is left
out; now fold
the two ends
together, sew
up the sides as
far as the arm-
holes . Shape
the neck and

cut down the breast, and bind off the shirt, and put in sleeves the
same as shown or as described for a man's shirt.

105. Children's all ribbed vests are made on our Family
Ribbing Machines in the same manner as described on last page,
for men's and boy's ribbed underwear. The sizes are regu-
lated according to the number of needles in the cylinder, and
style of rib. The sleeves are made in the same manner as the
small rib stockings.

They are made rapidly and cheaply. The seam in the body
caused by cutting is similar to the seams which are in most under-

shirts found on the market. One-half dozen can be made in
one day, and are therefore not only practical for family use, but
also profitable for general domestic knitting.

112. Child's fancy vest can be made like the pattern shown
in cut by using any suitable cylinder and yarn with any of the
fancy stitches shown in
this book, which are suit-
able. The body and sleeves
are made plain or rib after
knitting the fancy part. A
little good taste and judge-
ment will enable any per-
son with ordinary intelli-
gence and a little experience
to make these garments
entirely satisfactorily, and
enable them to clothe the
family from head to foot
with cosy and warm lamb's
wool underwear, including
boy's fu l l sailor suits, there-
by making the Family
Knitting Machine a most
valuable investment, es-
pecially as the prices of
our family machines are
extremely low and within
the reach of everyone.

107. Agents and Teachers can explain easily how large
undershirts are made (and this is a good point in selling machines).
Take a piece of paper 9 x 3 inches. Fold it from end to end,
then explain that a piece of knit work must be made twice the
length of body of shirt and knit loose on all the needles
in the cylinder and all in the dial, then cut open, which,
when folded, will give body of shirt. Now double the paper the
other way and mark, the neck line, and bosom lines, and buttons,
which will represent the body of the shirt. Explain that sleeves
are knit like a stocking and placed in the body, also explain how
to finish, &c.
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113. Babies' Bootees. Knit
on a fine cylinder with suitable
yarn, say on thirty-four needles,
five rows of one color plain ; knit
three rows of honey-comb stitch,
hack and forth, that is, nine times;
again knit five rows of scarlet
plain ; now knit twenty-five rows
of white ; narrow four stitches on
each side, knitting five rows plain
between each narrowing; then knit
twenty rows for the ankle ; drop
twelve stitches on each side for
the heel ; knit thirty-five rows for
the top of the foot ; then knit the
toe the same as a gored stocking,
and run off the work. Now

take up the selvedge stitches of the heel and form a gore, and
the bottom of foot and toe in the usual manner. Stripe the
top of the foot, or knit with fancy stitches, as desired, and sew
up the sides of leg and toe ; then turn down the top of ankle
and finish with tassels.

114. Babies' Over-
shoes. Figure 114 shows
one knit tubular for suf-
ficent length to allow the
top being turned over ;
and can be knit rib or
with any of the fancy
stitches to the heel, and
then two-thirds of the
needles lifted out of ac-
tion and flat web knit
for the heel. The work
is now run off the heel
needles and the needles
removed, and one-half of
the remaining needles removed with their stitches upon them
and left on the inside of the cylinder. The half of the front is
now knit down to the toe, widened a few stitches on the heel
side, and narrowed on the centre of the foot side, as shown by
Fig. 114. Any of the fancy stitches most suitable can be used
and varied to suit the taste. Finish with a sole the same as the
first. Children's overshoes or babies' boots can be made in the
same manner.
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118. Skating hood. Figure 118
represents a hood made out of sup-
erior fingering or worsted yarn on
any suitable cylinder. Knit flat web
sufficient length for the cape ; then
a row of holes are made for a draw-
ing cord, and the upper portion can
be knit in the same manner as a
heel, by lifting the needles and de-
pressing them, only lifting sufficient-
ly to give the hood the desired round
which will be in proportion to the

size. There are several of the fancy stitches which are suit-
able. The hood may be trimmed by cord kni t on three stitches
as shown in the figure, or the centre stitch of the cord can be
unravelled and the hood trimmed with unravelled cord.

119. Child's hood, a ba-

by's hood or hoods for child-
ren can be made with fancy
stitches and trimmed like Fig.
120, in colors to suit the taste.
Operators will find very little
trouble in knitting any of the
styles shown in figures, or other
new styles of their own design-

ing, by using good judgment
and displaying a l i t t l e a r t i s t ic

sk i l l .

120. Ladies' Hood :

K n i t on ten or fifteen needles

strips to reach on the front

from one side of the hood to the

other, gradually making them

shorter each time, to give the

shape at the back. Knit ten

rows with coarse, soft yarn,

with a long stitch, and four

rows with a fine yarn, of sec-

ond color, with tight stitch,
which will form puffs in the

work, as represented. Sew the

strips together, and ornament

the border to suit the taste,

with fancy knit or crochet

work.

Good knitters by hand make

good knitters on the machine

and find ways and means to vary the designs, t r immings, &c.,

to suit taste.
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Rouching with a ring:

Bend a piece of nice-

ly polished wire, the size

of a lead pencil, about

three and a half inches

long, to suit the inside

circle of the needle-cylin-

der, and loop a second

coloured yarn over the

121. Muff. wire and around each

needle alternately with the wire, and knit forward, holding

down the wire while the yarn-carrier passes. Move the wire

around in the loops the length

of itself each time the wire

is filled with loops. The wire

will have to be gradually

moved around while being

looped.

The muffs and tippets will

require to be lined and padded

to suit the taste, and can be
made circular or flat-web. 122. Tippet.

Cuffs, mitts and fancy trimmings can be made w i t h the

rouching in short or long loops, according to the size of wire

used for a looper.

The three figures can be

made with rouching or tufted

work, by having all extra

thread of yarn wound in a

small ball, resting on the in-

side of the cylinder, and can

be used with another color i f

desired, or the same yarn may

be used when knitting flat-web

rouching, on say 10 to 20

needles, by removing the yarn

from the carrier each row of

loops made and moving it

around to the left side. Then

cast the yarn around the fore-

finger of the left hand and
123. Muff and wristlets.

around a needle, and around the finger again and around the

next needle, and so on all across. Now place the yarn in the

carrier again and knit across ; remove the yarn again and loop

over the finger back again. Be careful to hold down the loops

while the needles rise up through, and while knitting, each time

of knitting across.
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The jacket shown in Fig. 124 is made with soft wools, in colors
to suit the taste, and is made flat-web, narrowed or widened to suit

the shape and trimmed
with work made with
some fancy stitches for
trimmings. Other shap-
ed sleeves may be used
and finally finished with
button-holes and buttons.
Many other styles can
be made in shape and
trimmings. See Fig. 125
for ladies' cape.

126. Fancy stitches
without illustrations.
Most of the fancy stitches
named on the following
pages can be knit flat-web
or in circular work, and
can be used in many of
the following garments

for trimming, etc. In some of the stitches where the work is not
open enough, every other needle may be taken out of the fine
cylinders, and then arrange the needles according to the instruc-
tion given ; many beautiful designs of work can be made by in-
termingling the fancy stitches together and knitting a few
rounds of plain knitting between them or a number of plain
stitches around the cylinder, or in the web alternately with the
fancy stitches and squares, triangles, diamonds, monograms, etc.

Bed spreads, carriage robes, shawls, window curtains, anti-
macassars, etc., can be knit in strips and joined on the machine
or with the needle, and may be pressed and lined, when desired.

127. The tidy stitch :

Set-up flat-web three needles in and two needles out : lift
out of action all but three needles on the right hand side ; knit
one row of stitches on the three needles ; lift up the first needle

124. Ladies' Jacket.

on the right ; knit across on the two needles ; depress the first
needle upon the left, and knit back, and raise another on the
right , and so on, each row of stitches knit ; depress one needle
on the left and raise one on the right, advancing to the left un-
til you reach that side ; then reverse the raising and depressing
of the needles each row of stitches, until the right side again is
reached, and continue knitting until the desired length is knit.
If scalloped edging be desired, continue to advance towards each
side until only two needles are left down, before returning back.
Vary the pattern by setting up with two in and two out, or two
in and four out, according to taste. The preceding stitches
are all made by lifting out of action certain needles, and then
depressing them and raising others between the rows of stitches,
and can be knit more rapidly than those that follow, which are
made by transferring stitches from one needle to another by
means of the work-hook.

128. Imitation Moss :
Knit flat-web on ten needles of the required width and length ;

wet the web and press with a warm iron and ravel out all the
stitches except two or three
rows on one side of the flat-
web, and use for trimming
mats.

129. Cord Mat :
Knit cord on four needles,

one yard long, and another
yard of a second color of
yarn ; place the cord where
the two colors meet, in the
centre of a piece of canvas
and sew the two cords on
spiral form, and finish with
a double fringe, moss rouch-
ing, or shell-work ; shaded
yarn may be used in place
of the two colors.

125. Ladies' Cape.
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Fancy Stitches for the Ornamental and Useful.
The Fancy stitches which

are shown, are a few of the many
beautiful designs which can be
knit, and are only limited by the
taste and ingenuity of the operat-
or. A little experience in knitt ing
the following variety wi l l enable
anyone to apply the stitches to
garments and useful domestic or-
naments. For practice, knit all
fancy stitches flat-web on front of
machine with 18 needles in, the
machine.

130. Basket-stitch pattern. Lift entirely out of cam-
cylinder, each alternate set of three needles, and leave them,
with their stitches upon them, on the inside of the needle-cylinder.
Now knit three rows of stitches; replace the needles lifted out
and knit three more rows. Lift out the sets of needles first left
i n , and again knit three rows upon the set of needles first re-
moved, then replace all the needles again, and so on. Knit
three rows every time the alternate sets of three needles are re-
moved and replaced, allowing the needles to hang in their stitches
upon the inside of the needle-cylinder when removed. The basket-
pat tern may be made to represent a
number of beautiful patterns, by simply
l i f t i ng out the needles in sets of twos
or fours, and knitting two or four rows
of stitches as desired.

131. Lace-stitch. Every other
needle should be removed in fine cylin-
ders, and all the needles are used in the
coarse. Lift every third or fourth needle
out of action, as desired; knit three
rows of stitches ; depress the needles

raised and knit one row of stitches; l ift out of action the same;
needles again and knit three rows, and depress and knit one
row, and so on ; raise and depress and knit the rounds named.
Vary the stitch to suit the taste by knitting two rows in place
of three, and lift and depress every other needle in place of every
third or fourth. This is a good fancy stocking pattern.

Change the color of yarn each three rows knit if desired.

132. Insertion pattern. Knit three or four rows of stitches
plain flat-web on twenty needles; l i f t all the needles except
one, out of action ; knit four or six times across on the one needle
and hold its stitches down by hand. Now l i f t this needle out of
action and depress the next
one, and knit four or six
rows of stitches on it. Lift
it out of action and depress
the next, and so on com-
pletely across the web ; or
when circular work is de-
sired, all around the work.
Knit one row of plain stitch-
es and work in another fancy stitch, or repeat the same, or kn i t
plain, as desired.

123. Another good fancy change. When all the needles
are in the machine or a portion of the cylinder, remove one
needle, then leave one in and remove the next: now leave three
or four needles in and remove the next, and then have one in
and remove the next. Lift out of action those needles which now
have one out on either side, and knit two or three rows of stitches
as desired. Then depress the needles raised and knit one row:
again lift out of action the same needles, and so on; every time
the needles are raised knit two or three rows of stitches, and
then one, after depressing the needles raised.
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133. Cross-bar-stitch.
Set up flat-web or circular
work with three needles in
and one out; knit three or
four rows of stitches plain :
l if t out of action every al-
ternate set of three needles;
knit one row of stitches.
Then depress the sets of
three needles raised, and
lif t out of action the other
set of alternate needles,and
so on. Every round kn i t
change the sets of needles
in action with those out of
action. Vary the stitch by
using the needles in sets
of two.

The double cross-bar is
k n i t the same as the single bar just described ; only two rows are
k n i t between the changes of the needles.

134. Honey-comb stitch.
Lif t out of action above the cams, each alternate needle ; k n i t

two rows of stitches ; depress into action again the needles lifted,
and l i f t out of action the alternate needles, or those left down
at f i rs t ; again knit two rows of stitches and so on every two rows
knit . By knitting this stitch in strips of two colors changed
every two rows, beautiful afghans or
carriage-robes can be made by sewing
them together. It is a desirable stitch
for ornamenting babies' stockings. The
honey-comb stitch can be varied by lift-
ing the same set of needles, or, by first
removing every other needle from fine
cylinders, and then knitting in the man-
ner described, by lifting and depressing
the alternate needles each two or three
rounds : or other beau t i fu l designs may

be k n i t by l i f t ing out of action the alternate needles, every time
a row of stitches is knit, in place of every two rows, and when
the color of yarn is changed, every row of stitches k n i t ,
stripes will appear both ways in the work.

135. Diagonal stitch.

Knit three or four rounds plain, on say, thirty needles. Leave
the yarn-carrier on the right-hand side, and lift out of action
twenty needles on the left side ; knit across, and raise the outside
needle on the right; knit back and then put down one needle on
the left and knit across again ; again lift out of action one needle
on the right, and so on. Each time before knitting across, l if t
out of action one needle on the right when the yarn-carrier is
on the left, and depress one needle on the left when carrier is
on the right. In this manner nine needles will knit the one way,
while ten will knit the other.
Continue knitting this way
all across the web, then knit
back by raising the last
needle put down on the left
after the yarn-carrier knits
to the right, and when again
on the left, raise one needle
on the right,and so on, chang-
ing the colour when desired.
This stitch can be used to
good advantage for t r imming garments, and for scarfs, etc.

136. Net work stitch.

Knit three or four rows of stitches plain ; l if t the stitch from
every third needle, commencing at the second needle from the
edge, and put them on the next needle to the lef t ; kni t across
and back; now lift the stitch off every third needle, commenc-
ing at the third one from the edge, and put it on the next
needle to the right. Again knit two rows; repeat l i f t ing the
stitches off every third needle, commencing each time, first two
needles from the edge and second three, and kn i t two rows each ;
change unti l the desired length is kn i t .
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137. Cord-link stitch. Knit four or six rows on twenty
needles in the front of the machine, leaving ore needle groove
empty between the needles ; make a very loose long stitch ; leave
the yarn-carrier to the right ; lift out of action the half of the

needles to
the left, and
knit across
to the left;
now lift out
of action the
five needles
on the right;
knit thirty
rows on the
five needles
down, hold-
i n g d o w n
the work by
hand, and
l e a v e the
yarn-carrier
on the left ;

press down the five needles on the right and knit across to the
right ; now push down the ten needles to the left and knit six
rows on all the needles ; now raise up one-half the needles on the
right and knit across to the right ; lift up the five needles on the
left ; knit thirty rows on the five needles down and break off
the yarn and run off the stitches of the five needles and keep the
stripe through the first stripe and cast the stitches upon the same
needles without twisting them ; join the yarn and depress the
needles up and knit six rows, and so on. Continue the desired length
to be knit. Any number of needles can be
used, and the links made any length desired.
This link is very useful for afghans, sofa
pillow covers, mats, tidies, etc. The link can
be joined in any manner to suit the taste of
the operator.

138. Rope and cord pattern. Knit
three or four rows plain ; lift the stitches off
every other needle and place them on the
next needle on the left, and knit one row of
stitches : lift the new loops formed on the

empty needles on to the next needle on the left, and leave the
loops on their own needles as well, which will place these loops
on the two needles. Every row of new stitches, lift the loop off
the needles first emptied of their loops, on to the next needle,
allowing it to remain on its own needle as well.

I39. Dew-drop stitch. Knit three or four rows of stitches
plain ; lift the stitch from the second needle and put it on the
third ; lift the stitch from the sixth needle and place it upon the
fifth ; lift the stitch from the eighth needle and put it on the
ninth, and the stitch from the twelfth needle and put it on the
eleventh ; and so on across the web in each of the successive
changes, knit one row. Now take the stitch off the third needle

and put it on the fourth, and the stitch
off the fifth needle and put it on the
fourth needle ; also lift the stitches off
the ninth and eleventh needles and
put them on the tenth needle, and
knit one row. Now take the loop off
the third needle and put it on the
second needle, and the loop off the
fifth needle and put it on the sixth
needle, and the ninth needle loop on
to the eighth needle, and the loop
off the eleventh and put it on to the

twelfth needle, and knit one row. Again, take the stitch off
the second needle and put it on the first needle, and the stitches
off the sixth and eighth needles and put them on the seventh,
and the stitch off the twelfth needle on to the thirteenth, and
so on. Repeat from the first again.

140. Cable - pattern. K n i t
three or four rows of stitches plain;
cross the stitches of the second and
fourth needles upon each other,
and the stitches sixth and eighth
in the same manner, all across the
web as in preceding pattern. Knit
two rows of stitches and repeat the
interchanging of the stitches on the
same needles, and knit in this man-
ner the desired length.
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I41. Counter-pane pattern. Set-up
the desired number of needles flat-web, and
knit across three or four rows of stitches
plain, then lift out of action all but four
needles on the right; knit back and for-
ward on these four needles, four rows,
stopping the yarn-carrier on the right; de-
press the four needles on the lef t ; knit
across the eight needles. Now lift out of
action the four needles on the right, and

knit back ; depress the next four on the left, and knit three
rows of stitches on the eight needles ; lift up four more on the
right and knit back, and then put down four on the left, and
so on, advancing four needles each time toward the left, and rais-
ing four on the right until across
the web. Then commence with
two needles from the left side, and
kni t back in the same manner, so
that the holes will not come op-
posite the first ones.

142. Diamond-stitch. Knit
flat-web three or four rows on
twenty needles. Lift the stitch off
every other needle and place it
upon the next to the lef t ; then knit one row of stitches to make
new loops on the needles from which the stitches were taken ;
knit another row of stitches ; now remove the stitches from the
same needles again, and cast them upon the needles next on the
right, and knit two rows, and so on, the desired length.

143. Diagonal-stitch. Knit
three or four rows plain ; lift the
stitches off every other needle
and place them on the next
needle to the left; knit one row
of stitches, and remove the new
loops formed on the empty
needles to the next needle on the
left, and so on ; each row of
stitches knit, remove the loops

from the empty needles to the next on the left. Vary the pat-
tern when desired by removing the stitches to the right in place
of the left.

144. Half-diamond stitch. Knit
three or four rows of stitches plain; lift
the stitch off the second needle and place
it upon the third, and lift the stitch off
fourth and place upon the third needle also;
now leave, say, three plain stitches, and
lift the stitches of the eighth and tenth
needles and place upon the ninth, and leave

three more plain stitches, and so on across the web; now knit
two rows, lift the stitches off the third and fifth needles and
place them upon the fourth, and lift the stitches off the ninth
and eleventh.

145. Herring-bone-stitch. Knit
three or four rows plain; lift the stitches
off every other needle and place them
on the next to the left ; knit one row
of stitches, and then lift the new loops
formed on the empty needles, on to
the next needles on the left, and con-
tinue this for four or six rows ; then
change the loops to the right for four
or six rows, and knit the desired length.

146. Spiral-stitch. Knit three or four rows plain ; lift the
stitches from every other needle and
place them on the next needles to the
left and knit one row of stitches ; re-
move the new loops from the empty
needles every other row of stitches,
and place them on the next needles to
the left, first to the left, then to the right.
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147. Lattice Stitch :
Kni t three or four rows of stitches plain ; l if t out of action every other needle, and

knit two rows ; press down the needles raised and knit one row; lift the needles first
left down and knit two rows ; depress those raised and knit one row, and so on until
the desired length is knit. This stitch, if made on the tine cylinders with every other
needle out of the machine, will be much better for many uses.

148. Crossed Crochet Stitch :
K n i t three or four rows of stitches plain ; l i f t the stitches off the second and fourth

needles and place
them each on the
other's needle; lift
the stitches off the
sixth and eighth
needles and place
them each on the
other's needle and
so on across the
web ; then knit
two rows. Now
lift the stitches off
the fourth and
sixth needles and
put them on each
other's needle and
the eighth and
tenth on each
other's needle etc.

147. Lattice Stitch. and so on across
the web ; knit two rows, and repeat the first change until
the desired length is knit.

149. Net-work Stitch :
Kni t three or four rows of stitches plain ; lift the stitch

from every third needle, commencing at the second needle
from the edge, and put them on the next needle to the lef t ;
knit across and back ; now lift the stitch off every third
needle, commencing at the third one from the edge, and put
it or. the next needle to the right. Again knit two rows ;
repeat lifting the stitches off every third needle ; commenc-
ing each time, first two needles from the edge and second
three, and knit two rows each ; change until the desired
length is knit .

150. Shell pattern :
Set-up flat-web, say sixty needles; knit ten rows of stitches

and stop the yarn-carrier on the r ight ; l ift out of action
a l l but sixth and seventh needles from the right side ; knit
once across these two needles ; depress the needle to right
of these two ; knit back across these three needles ; depress
the next needle to the left; knit across the four needles;
and so on, depressing one needle each row of stitches knit

until twelve needles are down ; stop the
yarn-carrier on the left of these twelve.
and lift them out of action, which com
pletes the triangular shaped piece. De-
press the eighteenth and nineteenth
needles from the right side, and knit one
row of stitches, and depress a needle each
row until twelve more needles are down.
which completes a second triangle. Form
say five such triangles, and change the
color of wool. Depress all the needles
and knit once across to the right; l i f t
out of action all but two needles on the
right, and form half a triangle by de-
pressing the needles on the left side only,
until six needles are down ; lift these out
of action ; depress the twelfth and thir-
teenth needles, and knit a complete
triangle, which shall have its apex be-
tween the two bosses of the triangles, in the first row of triangles. Complete a row of
four triangles with another half-triangle on the left; change the color of wool again :
depress all the needles, and knit back to the right ; and so on until the mat is completed,
which can be bound off with work made by any suitable stitch or crochet work.

151. Circular mat or Cap-crown :
Set up with stitches equal to half the diameter of the mat required ; knit back and

forward flat-web, l if t ing out of action, on one side, one needle each time across, u n t i l
only three or four needles remain ; depress all the needles; knit one row and change

the yarn for another color, and knit section number two
in the same manner, and repeat the operation unt i l six
triangular sections ; then close together with a needle the
first section with last one knit, leaving three or four out-
side stitches unclosed ; press with a, hot iron, and ravel out
the outside three or four stitches to form a fringed mat. Lift
two needles in place of one if more sections are wanted.

A Boy's Cap is made with a plain bind or wi th a
1 and 1 Rib band and the crown knit with 6, 8, or more
pieces in the above manner. This makes a simple, cheap,
warm, and good cap.angoravalley.com



EXPLANATION.
HE fol lowing instruction is intended, in a great measure,

for all of our Seamless-hosiery-ribbing-machines, the
operation of which is very much alike. ——————————————

APPLY G E N E R A L INSTRUCTION to all machines, and the
Special Instructions only to the machines referred to in the
instruction marked with a star.——————————————————

I F YOU FAIL, write us and expla in details of your trouble
and send a sample, of your imperfect work, and we w i l l
write you and render you valuable assistance.———————————

GOOD ADVICE.
O not attempt to use the Ribber unt i l you are suff ic ient ly

well acquainted with the Plain Machine to knit at
least a sock or stocking perfect ly .————————————————
NOTHING CAN BE GAINED by the operator trying to learn
the Ribber before the Plain Machine is well understood,
except the Old-lesson, that the A B C lessons must be first
learned.—————————————————————————————————————
T A K E THE RIBBEB-DIAL OFF MACHINE ; examine the Ribber-
cams and the manner of controlling length of rib-stitch.
Learn, from price-list, names of principal ribber parts before
attempting to use ribber.————————————————————————

RIBBER INSTRUCTION.

THE RIBBER is worth more than the fu l l price of

ATTACHMENT the plain machine.——————————

In fact a machine without a ribber is only half a machine,
and the poorest half at that. The Ribber is one of the most
expensive parts to manufacture and the most valuable to the
user, especially as rib-goods pay the manufacturer better
than plain goods, and are in most demand over the counter.
Competition in Rib-goods is not so strong as in plain goods.
Our Ribbing-machines do both Rib and Plain work, therefore
they are the most profitable investment for the manufacturer .

FAMILY RIBBING almost double the range of work

MACHINES t ha t can be done on a pla in

machine, and enables the operator to kn i t a wider range

of yarn and a greater range of sizes.———————————————

——It is easily worth double the price of a Plain Machine.—

O U R ADVICE TO CUSTOMERS would be to buy a Ribber every

time, and one with not less than two cylinders and two

dials, or one dial which will work wi th both the cylinders,

where economy in purchase is a consideration.

angoravalley.com



Table No.1, showing style of Ribs.

Do not mix up or call a 1 and 1 dial a 2 and 1 dial or vice
versa, as both make 2 and 1 rib.

The 2 and 1 dials make 3 and 1 rib in the top of stock-
ing, and 2 and 1 in the ankle when all needles are used in the
needle-cylinder and make the neatest and best shaped ankle,
especially when narrowing is done all around the stocking.

The 1 and 1 dials are the best for rib-socks and boys'
knickerbockers or fashioned rib-stockings with 1 and 1 rib ankle
1/3 way around the stocking, and are usually ordered with new

machines and 2 and 1 dials as extras.

The cylinders marked with * in table, page No. 2, will
make either 1 and 1 rib or 2 and 1 rib with the proper dials, as
given in the table. The table explains the various ribs which
can be made with each dial.

In ordering dials always give the number of grooves re-
quired in the dial also the guage of the grooves and diameter
of dial as well as the name of machine for which dial is in-
tended. These particulars apply to orders for cylinders as well
as to dials.

NAME OF DIALS

IN ORDERING

STYLE OF RIB

TO BE MADE

NO. OF NEEDLES

IN CYLINDER

NO. OF NEEDLES

IN THE DIAL
EXAMPLES.

1 and 1 dials contain slots
equal to 1/2 the number con-
tained in the needle-cylin-
der and will make the fol-
lowing ribs :

2 and 1 dials contain slots
equal to 1/3 the number
contained in the needle-
cylinder and will make
the following ribs :

1 and 1 Rib. . 1/2 or every other one out . . . . . .all in the dial. . . . . . .

2 and 1 Rib . . . . . all in the cylinder . . . . . . . . . .all in the dial. . . . . . .

3 and 1 Rib. ...3/4 or every 4th one out . . 1/2 or every other one out.

4 and 1 Rib . . . . . .all in the cylinder . . . .1 / 2, or every other one out.

2 and 1 Rib 2 / 3 or every third one out . . . . .all in the dial . . . .

3 and 1 Rib. . . . . .all in the cylinder . . . . . . . . . .all in the dial . . . . . .

5 and 1 Rib. . . . 5 /6 or every 6th one out..1/2 or every other one out

6 and 1 Rib . . . .all in the cylinder . . . . . 1/2 or every other one out.

A 72 cylinder and 36 dial will make
1 and 1 rib with all needles in dial and
every other one out of cylinder.

A 72 cylinder and 36 dial will make
2 and 1 rib with all needles in both cy-
linder and dial.

A 72 cylinder and 24 dial will make
2 and 1 rib with all needles in dial and
every third one out of cylinder.

A 72 cylinder and 24 dial will make
3 and 1 rib with all needles in both cy-
linder and dial.

angoravalley.com



24

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 3
1 & 4

28

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

30

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

32

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 4
1 & 5

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

34

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

36

1 & 3
1 & 4

1 & 4
1 & 5

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

38

1 & 1
2 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

40

1 & 5

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

42

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

44

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

46

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

48

1 & 1
1 & 2
l & 3
1 & 5

1 & 4
1 & 5

1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

1 & 4
1 & 5

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

50

1 & 1
1 & 2
1 & 3
1 & 5

Table No. 2, showing corresponding cylinders and dials
for one and one Rib, etc.

One and one rib dials will make two and one rib with all needles in cylinder
and dial.

NUMBER OF
CYLINDER
GROOVES.

48*

56

60*

64

72*

76

80

84*

88

92

96*

100

NUMBER OF RIBBER-DIAL, GROOVES A N D STYLE OF RIB M A D E .
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Ribbing Machine-Mechanical Lesson.
152. Before attempting to knit rib-work we would recom-

mend beginners to practice thoroughly without any stitches or
work on the machine, all the following operations on the next
three pages, three or four, or even ten times ; and after ribber
is put on, run the machine and ribber a few rounds without
stitches upon either machine or ribber : and repeat the operation
of removing and placing the ribber on, until fully understood
and speedily done, then proceed to rib-work with only one rib-
bing needle in the ribber on the front of the machine, to form
a rib-back-seam in a plain stocking.

Ribbing with one rib-needle is the simplest possible
ribbing lesson, and enables the operator without complication,
to thoroughly observe the full operation of the ribber in forming
the rib stitch. More can he learned in ten minutes by knitting
with one rib-needle in the ribber, than would be possible in an
hour attempting to rib with all the needles in ribbing-dial.

153. Ribber tension or length of stitch on all our ribbing
machines is regulated by ribber-tension-cam by means of a thumb-
screw on top of ribber-cam-plate. Moving the thumb-screw and
tension-cam inward toward the centre, effects a long loose stitch,
or open work, and moving it outward effects a short tight stitch,
or close work.

It is very important to watch the distance the rib-needles
draw into the dial, in regulating the length of the stitch on all
ribbing machines. See ribber-tension indicator on ribber-cam-
plate, if on machine.

154. Opening rib-needle latches :
1. Place the two fore fingers of the right hand
2. On top of latch-guide-casting or holder.
3. Place thumb of same hand, directly under
4. The short-knifed-edged-slot found on the inside.
5. And running toward the centre of latch-guide.
6. Press the thumb upwards against the latch-guide,

7. And at the same t ime turn dial wi th lef t hand
8. By means of the lug on bottom of needle dial,
9. Allowing the rib-needles to pass over face of thumb,

10. And their latches to come in contact with the
11. Knife-edge of latch-guide, and be turned back or open.
12. See that all latches have been well and properly

opened.

Opening hitches as above applies to all machines except
"NEW K," cone-dial, "DOLLAR," "KLONDYKE" and "MONEY-
MAKER" machines which have no needle-latch-opener, therefore the
latches are opened by hand.

155. Rib-needles out of action :
1. To draw rib-needles into dial out of action,
2. Move ribber-switch-cam outward, at same time
3. Turn needle dial to left with left hand,

Rib-needles into action :
4. To remove rib-needles in dial, out into action,
5. Move ribber-switch-cam inward, and at same time
6. Turn needle-dial to left with left hand.

The rib-needles are moved out of action before putting the
ribber on and moved again into action after ribber is on the ma-
chine, and is done in the above manner, except in the "KLONDYKE"
and "MONKY-MAKER" ribbers which have no switch-cam on ribber.

156. Regulating ribber-needles centrally. The rib-
needles are regulated centrally in all ribber-machines by means
of a thumb-screw on the left side of machine-bed.

When moving the ribber-needles to the right, press the
dial to the right at the same time as turning the regulating-
screw, when moving the rib needles to the left, the lock or locks
on inside of cylinder, will carry the dial to lef t without pressing
the dial by hand.

52
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